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Abstract

Affirmative action initiatives in higher education have been implemented to improve access
of vulnerable groups and to reduce inequality in educational attainment. A growing empirical
literature has investigated how such policies impact college students’ outcomes and pre-college
human capital accumulation. Yet, little is known about how they affect students’ choice of high
school and, consequently, future outcomes related to this decision. I study this question in the
context of Brazil, one of the most unequal countries in the world, and where the government
approved, in 2012, the "Quota Law (QL)”. It established that fifty percent of all vacancies in
each major and federal higher education institution, including some of the best universities in
the country, has to be reserved to students that attended secondary education integrally in a
public school. I show that the adoption ofQL increases strategic mobility from private to public
schools by as much as 34 to 43% percent and that the movers come disproportionately from
low-SES and low-quality private schools. Furthermore, strategizing seems a costly decision, as
students move to schools that are 1.1 standard deviations poorer and 0.77 standard deviations
worse in average performance. In spite of that, the overall effect of QL on persistence rates
of private school students is positive and driven by the movers, suggesting either a change in
effort level or a better match between students and schools.
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1 Introduction

Affirmative action (AA) policies in higher education have been adopted in different countries
to mitigate inequality in access, performance and graduation. These initiatives are particularly
important in countries that still suffer from a legacy of long-term institutions rooted in racial
and economic inequality. As examples, we can cite India with the caste system, South Africa
with the apartheid, and the United States and Brazil with slavery. There is a large and growing
economic literature which investigates the effect of AA in undergraduate education in different
dimensions of students’ behavior and outcomes (e.g. the decision to apply to college, the choice
of institution and major, performance, graduation and future labor market outcomes)1. In contrast,
less is known about how these initiatives affect individual behavior before college. By creating
heterogeneous incentive-schemes for different demographic groups, these policies might influence
multiple dimensions of individual behavior even before university application. Thesemight include,
for example, students’ human capital accumulation, choice of high school and social interactions.
Assessing the impact of AA on students before college is not straightforward, since researchers do
not know how middle and high school students are exposed to institutions they might be willing to
attend in the future. However, it is vital for a complete understanding of the overall impact of AA
and its welfare effects.

My paper aims to contribute to this literature by analyzing the case of Brazil. On August 29Cℎ

2012, the federal government approved the so-called "Quota Law” (hereafter QL). It established
that 50 percent of vacancies in each major of each federal institution has to be reserved to students
that attended all three years of secondary education in a public school.2 Furthermore, it stipulates
subquotas, within these 50 percent, to racial and economic-based minorities. Federal tertiary
education institutions in Brazil are widely recognized in the country by their high quality and are
free of any charge. Therefore, competition for a spot is fierce.3 By reserving a substantial percentage
of vacancies to certain demographic groups, the federal government increased incentives for public
school attendance in high school, especially for non-white and low-income individuals. In this
context, the objectives of this paper are: (i) to understand and quantify whetherQL increases moves
from private to public schools and whether these results are heterogeneous depending on ethnicity
and type of school of origin; (ii) to investigate whether moving schools is a costly decision for
students in terms of human capital accumulation; and (iii) to study whether strategic school choice
induced by QL crowds-out students that were the original target beneficiaries of the affirmative
action policy.

1See Arcidiacono and Lovenheim (2016) and Arcidiacono et al. (2015) for updated literature reviews on the topic.
2Public school attendance is used as a proxy of socioeconomic status. In Section 2, I give more details about public

schools and how they compare to their private counterparts.
3Details on the Brazilian tertiary system also follows in Section 2.
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The adoption ofQL creates a differential impact on each of the 107 federal institutions in Brazil,
depending on their pre-reform levels of quotas. For example, some institutions already reserved as
much as 50 percent of their vacancies to public school students (e.g. Federal University of Juiz de
Fora - UFJF). Others, however, had no quotas whatsoever (e.g. Federal University of Pernambuco -
UFPE). In sum, QL exogenously imposes that all institutions adjust their quota levels to 50 percent,
creating cross-sectional variation across institutions and a continuous treatment variable. Although
the effect of QL in each federal institution is clearly observed, I do not know how a student in
middle school is exposed to treatment in each tertiary institution. To circumvent this limitation, I
construct a measure of exposure to treatment for students in 9Cℎ grade (the final year of primary
education) based on factors that affect college choice, such as place of residence of the student and
the location, size and quality of the institution. Details for the construction of this measure are
presented in Section 3, but, essentially, higher education attendance in Brazil is highly localized.
Approximately, 86% of enrollees attend college in the same municipality in which they resided
before. This means that location of residence is a very important predictor of which tertiary federal
institution a 9Cℎ grader is exposed to.

Baseline results from an event-study specification show that a full exposure to QL increases
mobility of 9Cℎ graders from a private middle school to a public high school by 4.3 p.p. or 28%
in 2013 and 6.6 p.p. or 43% in 2014. This effect is stronger for non-whites, who benefit from
an additional subquota, and to individuals that attended a low-socioeconomic status (SES) and
low-quality private school. Although estimates of treatment effects for pre-periods 2008 to 2010
confirm the absence of differential trends in the outcome between treated and control units, there
could still exist time-varying confounders that affect them differently in the years in which the
reform was implemented (2012-2015). To minimize these concerns, I estimate a triple differences
in differences event-study specification, by comparing additionally, movers from 9Cℎ to 10Cℎ grade
(treated), with movers from 10Cℎ to 11Cℎ grade (controls). This specification takes care of time-
varying factors that affect movements from private to public schools differently in treated and
control units and that are not related to the implementation of QL, which only affects 9Cℎ graders.
These estimates show that the the reform increases mobility from private to public schools by 22%
in 2013 and 34% in 2014. Although smaller than in the simple differences in differences, these
effects are still sizeable, corroborating the robustness of the results. Finally, I show that my results
are robust to alternative definitions of the treatment and the exposure variables.

After determining thatQL affects public school attendance in the expected direction, I investigate
a more intriguing question. What are the consequences of moving to a public school for the students
that choose schools strategically? First, I show that individuals that are exogenously pushed to move
to a public school end up in high schools that are 1.1 standard deviations poorer and 0.77 standard
deviations worse in average performance. Second, I show that QL increases the likelihood of on-
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time high school graduation for students originally from a private institution in 9Cℎ grade. More so,
such an increase is only observed in cohorts that could adjust their school choice decision. Taken
together, these results suggest that, if on the one hand, moving to a lower-performance public school
could harm overall learning performance, on the other hand, such schools might be a better match
for the movers, if measured by their higher persistence rates. Additionally, these students could
have increased their effort levels in order to amplify their chances of attending a federal higher
education institution. Finally, I show that the possibility of school-choice adjustment increases in 5
p.p. or in 15% the share of vacancies destined to public school students that were actually occupied
by individuals who were not the original target beneficiaries of the policy.

These are questions of extreme importance, especially in countries similar to Brazil, where
socioeconomic inequality is high and current and prospective resources for educational investments
are limited. Brazil is the 11Cℎ most unequal country in the world.4 One of the main roots of
this inequality is, precisely, the educational system. In contrast with most developed countries,
Brazilian educational expenditures are concentrated in tertiary, in detriment of basic education.5
Nevertheless, access to higher education (especially public) is extremely unequal and returns are
substantial.6 The adoption of QL aims, specifically, at mitigating this issue. However, most critics
of this type of policy argue that inequality in access to higher education is generated much earlier
in one’s trajectory and that such initiatives may cause more distortions than solutions. One possible
distortion is driven by the strategic behavioral response of original non-beneficiaries who, despite
potential costs, change their sociodemographic groups - in this case, by moving to worse public
schools - to become eligible to the policy. Such strategic behavior may lead not only to a crowding-
out effect of the original beneficiaries, but to a decrease in performance from the students who
move strategically. In any case, a broader understanding of the unintended consequences of such
reform is essential for a more comprehensive understanding of the design of educational policies
targeting specific socioeconomic groups, or through which individuals are graded on a curve.

My paper is specifically related to the literature that investigates how AA in undergraduate
education impacts high school students’ outcomes. One strand of this literature has focused on
how such policies affect pre-college human capital investments. Bodoh-Creed and Hickman (2018)
develop a structural model of college admissions framed as a contest in which the outcome is

4Brazil is the 11th most unequal country according to its Gini Index (World Development Indicators, 2019).
5Brazil spends 3.8 thousand USD annually per student in primary education, while the OECD average is 8.7. In

contrast, Brazil spends 11.7 thousand USD per student in tertiary education, similarly to European countries such as
Italy (11.5) and Spain (11.8). The OECD average is 16.1, due to countries with substantially higher average spending,
such as the US (29.3) and the UK (24.5) (OECD, 2017).

6According to the population Census of 2010, the share of college enrollment for individuals aged 18 to 22 is equal
to 3.7 percent in the lowest quartile and 34.2 percent in the top quartile of family per capita income. In parallel, earnings
of workers with a tertiary degree are 2.5 times higher than the ones of workers with upper-secondary education. The
OECD average is 1.56 (OECD, 2017).
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decided by the students’ choice of human capital. Cotton et al. (2018) use a simple version of this
model to derive testable predictions and find, through an experimental approach, that AA increases
effort levels of the benefited group, while not affecting the non-benefited students. In contrast,
using a differences-in-differences framework, Antonovics and Backes (2014) find no evidence that
banning AA at the University of California affected human capital accumulation for high school
students. There are some studies that look at a similar question in Brazil. Francis and Tannuri-
Pianto (2012) and Estevan et al. (2019) find no behavioral effects of AA policies implemented
in two different Brazilian universities on pre-college human capital accumulation. In contrast,
Assunção and Ferman (2015) find that an AA policy implemented by the State University of Rio
de Janeiro decreased investments by black students, the target group. The authors argue that their
results might be explained by the aggressiveness of the specific AA policy they analyze, which
differs substantially from the other two cases.

More related to this paper, a second strand of this literature investigates how AA in higher
education affects secondary students’ choice of school and high school integration. To the best of
my knowledge, all these papers focus on the consequences of the so-called "Top-N percent plans”
in the U.S., a type of AA policy that guarantees seats in State universities for all students ranked
in the top N% of their high-schools. The contribution most related to mine is the one by Cullen
et al. (2013), who analyze the case of Texas. They find that among the subset of students with
both motive and opportunity for strategic high school choice, at least 5% enroll in a different high
school to improve the chances of being in the top 10% and benefit from AA. Estevan et al. (2019)
show that, although this pre-college arbitrage is detrimental for diversity in tertiary institutions, it
increases high school integration.

My paper adds to the literature in two key dimensions. First, it provides clear evidence of the
existence of this arbitrage effect of AA in higher education in a context never studied before. In spite
of some similarities in terms of overall objectives between QL and the "Top N percent plans”, the
two AA initiatives are substantially different in terms of policy design and the institutional context
in which they have been implemented. While the "Top N percent plans” are localized - as they were
implemented at the State-level in three U.S. States -, the QL affected all 107 federal institutions
in Brazil, including some of the very best universities in the country. Therefore, we might also
expect larger results on the strategic school choice of individuals’ and on how it sequentially affects
the overall impact of AA. Second, my paper contributes more generally to a broader literature that
studies adverse effects of grading on a curve when there is potential for arbitrage and strategic
selection into groups. These effects are likely potentialized in a setting of high socioeconomic
inequality and, consequently, of high segregation between the public and private school systems.
In this context, the Brazilian case creates an ideal scenario for testing whether potentially inclusive
governmental interventions might have their efficacy reduced due to unintended consequences
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induced by the policy design.
The remaining of this paper is organized as following. In Section 2, I provide a background of

the Brazilian educational system and of the implementation of QL. In Section 3, I first describe the
main datasets and explain how I constructed the treatment variable by institution and the measure
of 9Cℎ graders exposure to treatment. Then, I present the baseline empirical strategy and discuss
the identifying assumptions. In Section 4, I show the main results regarding the individual strategic
school choice in response to QL. In Section 5, I analyze the follow-up consequences related to
this decision, both for the students who move schools and for the overall impact of QL on the
composition of federal higher education. Finally, in Section 6, I present concluding remarks and
discuss the future steps of this project.

2 Institutional Background

2.1 Brazilian Educational System

The basic mandatory education system in Brazil is comprised of 9 years of primary, followed by 3
years of secondary school.7 Students start first grade at age 6 and should finish high school at ages
17 or 18, before entering university. Although the government offers universal access to all grades
of basic education, the public system coexists with a large number of private schools. According to
the Census of Basic Education of 2011, there are 63030 schools in Brazil that offer the second cycle
of primary education (grades 5 to 9), being 80% public and 20% private. In secondary education,
there are 26973 schools, 70% public and 30% private. Moreover, the private system encompasses
12.6% of total enrollments in the second cycle of primary and 12.2% in secondary. Apart from size,
the public and private systems are very different in other key and more relevant dimensions. Private
schools are, on average, of better quality than their public counterparts. From the top 100 high
schools in Brazil, according to the National Standardized Exam of 2011 (ENEM), 93 are private.
Moreover, from the 10077 schools evaluated, the 4799 private schools perform considerably better,
as seen in Figure 1. Additionally, private schools’ socioeconomic level is substantially higher, as
also portrayed in Figure 1.

On the other hand, tertiary education in Brazil presents a contrasting scenario. According to
the Census of Higher Education of 2014, the Brazilian Higher Education System was comprised of
2368 institutions, 298 public and 2070 private. The public system is a mix of Federal (107), State
(118) and Municipal (73) institutions, which correspond, respectively, to 17, 9 and 2 percent of
the total undergraduate enrollment of around 6.5 million students.8 Federal and State institutions

7From 2013, pre-primary education for children aged 4 and 5 also became mandatory.
8Considering only undergraduate on-campus programs and students with an active enrollment status.
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are, by law, free of any charge. Private institutions, in contrast, charge tuition fees that may vary
substantially, but were, on average, equal to 898 Brazilian Reais per month in 2017 (or 95.8% of
the minimum wage)9. Public tertiary institutions (especially Federal) are widely recognized in the
country by their average high quality. For instance, the federal institutions scored, on average, 3.6
in a scale of 0 to 5 of the Índice Geral de Cursos 2014 (IGC), a quality index elaborated by the
Ministry of Education based on performance evaluations of undergraduate and graduate programs.
State institutions scored 2.8, and private institutions 2.6. Furthermore, among the universities only,
24 out of the best 25 are public, being 5 of the State administration and the other 19 Federal.
On an alternative ranking - Ranking Universitário Folha 2014, elaborated by Folha de São Paulo,
the newspaper of the highest circulation in Brazil - a similar pattern appears. Among the top 25
universities, 17 are Federal, 6 are State and 2 are private. Therefore, due to their high quality and
free tuition, public tertiary institutions usually attract a large number of applicants.

2.2 The Quota Law in Higher Education

Access to public undergraduate education in Brazil is highly competitive. For example, according
to the Centralized Admission System of 2016 (SISU 2016), 2,664,001 students applied to 242,864
vacancies in a Federal institution, a rate of 11 students per vacancy.10 Therefore, only students with
high grades are able to successfully obtain a spot in these competitive colleges.11 As a consequence,
access to public higher education in Brazil has historically been unequal. For instance, 85% of
high-school students aged 16 to 18 go to a public school, while only 51% of incoming students
in public higher education institutions are graduates from public high schools. Moreover, 47.5%
of high-school students are non-white and go to a public school, while only 23% of first-year
students in public universities come from the same demographic group (Brazilian Census 2010).
From another angle, only 1.8% of students attending a public 9Cℎ grade in 2008 end up enrolling
in a federal higher education in 2012, right after high school completion in a regular trajectory,
contrasting with a rate of 12.8% for their private-school counterparts.

In order to improve equality in access to the federal tertiary education system, the government of
Brazil approved law 12.711 on August 29Cℎ 2012, the so-called the "Quota Law“ (QL). It establishes
that 50% of all vacancies in each major at each federal institution has to be reserved to students that

9According to data fromMapa do Ensino Superior no Brasil 2017, from the Sindicato das Mantenedoras de Ensino
Superior. Information available at:https://educacao.uol.com.br/noticias/2017/08/28/mensalidade-de-curso-superior-
no-brasil-custa-em-media-r-898-diz-estudo.htm .

10Considering SISU 2016.1 and 2016.2. In 2016.1 alone, the rate grows to 13.1 students per vacancy.
11Admissions processes to federal higher education institutions in Brazil are based, exclusively, on grades in one

admission exam. Today, all federal institutions offer vacancies based on grades of the National Standardized Exam,
mostly through a centralized admission system. Some of these institutions also offer part of their vacancies based on a
specific exam elaborated by them. In any case, admissions are decided exclusively based on entrance exams, not taking
into account high school performance.
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attended all three years of secondary education in a public school. Moreover, there are subquotas,
within these 50%, destined to racial and economic minorities. Figure 2 shows an example of how
QL was implemented in the State of Bahia. Take, for example, a major that offers 100 vacancies
in the Federal University of Bahia. From these spots, 50 are reserved to students that attended
all high school in a public school. Within these 50, 25 are reserved to public school students that
belong to a family with per capita income of less than 1.5 minimum wage. Also, within these
50, 38 are reserved to black, mixed or indigenous students (non-white). The fraction of vacancies
reserved to non-white students vary by state, according to the share of its population belonging to
this demographic group.

By reserving 50 percent of vacancies at highly competitive institutions to public-school students,
QL likely increases incentives for public-school attendance. Moreover, by establishing a national
unique level of quotas for all federal institutions, it impacted differently each institution, depending
on their pre-reform levels of quota adoption. For example, while some institutions already reserved
as much as 50 percent of their vacancies to public-school students (e.g. Federal University of Juiz
de Fora - UFJF), others had no quotas at all (e.g. Federal University of Pernambuco - UFPE).
Additionally, QL possibly creates a heterogeneous impact by majors within the same institution,
depending on the actual share of public-school students enrolled in each program before the
adoption. For instance, Figure 3 shows the distribution of public-school students by major in
federal institutions in 2012, before QL, and in 2016, after the complete implementation of the
policy. In 2012, a large portion of programs already had more than 50% of public school students.
In spite of that, the distribution remarkably shifted to the right in 2016, largely as an a result of the
implementation of the reform. In sum, the adoption of QL creates a quasi-experiment for testing
how affirmative action in undergraduate education impacts high school students’ outcomes.

3 Data and Variables

3.1 Data Sources and Sample Selection

This paper uses data from multiple sources. First, it uses the Brazilian Census of Basic Education
(CBE) from years 2008 to 2018. This is an administrative registry individual data of the universe of
students enrolled in primary and secondary schools in Brazil. It is collected yearly by the National
Institute of Educational Studies and Research (INEP) of the Brazilian Ministry of Education and it
is publicly available. The individual-module of the CBE contains basic demographic characteristics
of students (e.g. gender, age, ethnicity) and unique individual and school identifiers. This allows for
the construction of a panel dataset both at the individual and the school level across time. I select all
individuals enrolled in the final year of primary education - 9Cℎ grade - in year t from 2008 to 2015.
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Then, using the individual id, I link students from the CBE of cohort t with their own information
in year t+1 from 2009 to 2016. This allows the identification of students that advanced to the first
year of secondary education, 10Cℎ grade. Furthermore, I am able to identify whether individuals
changed schools and, more importantly, whether they moved from their original educational system
(from private to public or vice-versa). To abstract from potential confounding effects, I drop all
students that moved microregions from year t to t+1. I also link the cohort of 9Cℎ graders in year t
with their own information in t+3 to obtain measures of high school persistence.

Second, this paper uses detailed information on the adoption of affirmative action quotas by all
Brazilian federal tertiary institutions. This dataset was collected by the author based on documents
of the admission processes and on direct contact with the institutions. From this information, I
constructed variable&D,2012, whichmeasures the percentage of quotas at institution u ofmicroregion
m destined to students that attended all secondary education in a public school in year 2012, before
the approval of the Quota Law. This allows the understanding of how each institution in Brazil was
exogenously exposed to QL, based on their pre-reform level of quota adoption.

3.2 Treatment by Institution

There are two natural ways to define how each federal institution was exogenously exposed to QL.
The first considers the admission policy of each institution before the law. In this case, I construct
variable )A40C�D,< = 2(0.5 − &D,2012). This means that, if the institution had no quotas in 2012
(&D,2012 = 0), )A40C�D,< = 1. On the other hand, if it already had 50% of reserved vacancies before
the implementation of the law, then )A40C�D,< = 0. If 0 < &D,2012 < 0.5, )A40C�D,< will assume a
value between zero and one.

The second way to define treatment by institution takes into account the actual share of public-
school students enrolled in each major p of university u, %(?D,2012. In this case, I construct
variable )A40C�D,< =

∑
? (8I4?D,<G<0G(0;0.5−%(?D,2012)∑

? (8I4?D,<
. The term <0G(0; 0.5 − %(?D,2012) measures the

gap between the level of quotas implemented through the reform and the actual share of public-
school students in major or program p right before adoption. In this case, if %(?D,2012 is equal
or higher than 50%, the variable assumes the value zero. I then, aggregate the measure by each
institution, weighting by the size of the program, measured by the number of new enrollments in
2012. Constructed as such, variable )A40C�D,< ranges from zero to 0.29, since no institution in
the country had no public-school students enrolled in the baseline year. Therefore, I normalize
)A40C�D,< so it ranges from zero to one.

Note that the first treatment definition considers that students in 9Cℎ grade are mostly affected
by the message sent by institutions in the admission documents publicized during the selection
procedure. In this case case, we can have one institution that had no quota policy defined in 2012
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(&D,2012 = 0 and )A40C�D,< = 1), but in which all programs had more than 50% of public school
students in that year ()A40C�D,< = 0). On the other hand, we could not have an opposite scenario:
an institution in which &D,2012 = 0.5 and )A40C�D,< = 0 would also have %(?D,2012 = 0.5 and
)A40C�D,< = 0.

Figure 4 presents the distribution of )A40C�D,< (Treat Admission) and )A40C�D,< (Treat Gap) by
the quality index of each institution. The correlation between both variables is positive (0.42) and
highly significant, but fairly different than one. This means that, although correlated, these two
treatment definitions also may capture different effects of the policy. Intuitively,)A40C�D,< implicitly
assumes that students in 9Cℎ grade react based on the message sent by the admission policy of the
institution, while )A40C�D,< assumes that families have extra information (not explicitly publicized
by universities) on the actual distribution of public-school students by major, being able to infer the
actual gap between the target policy and the baseline share.

Although I estimate the complete set of results using both variables, I use )A40C�D,< in my
baseline results for three reasons. First, in previous work (Mello, 2020), I studied howQL impacted
the demographic composition of public higher education in Brazil and showed that it increases
enrollments of public school students even in programs with more than 50% of this demographic
group in baseline. This is only possible if individuals change some dimension of their application
behavior, as a response to a change in the message sent by the admission committee. Similar
evidence was found by Thibaud (2020), who analyzed spillover effects of an affirmative action
policy introduced in an elite higher education institution in France. Second, I perform an empirical
exercise in which I include )A40C�D,< and )A40C�D,< simultaneously in the empirical framework (see
Appendix Table A.1). In this case, both variables have similar point estimates, but only )A40C�D,<
remains significant. Third, results using)A40C�D,< and)A40C�D,< follow exactly the same pattern (see
results for )A40C�D,< in Appendix Table A.2). Yet, results from )A40C�D,< are smaller in magnitude,
providing more conservative estimates for the treatment effect of QL.

3.3 Students’ Exposure to Treatment at Institutional-level

Although I directly observe how theQL reform affects all Brazilian 107 tertiary federal institutions,
I do not know how students in the 9Cℎ grade respond to changes in these different institutions.
In order to obtain a proxy for that, I construct a measure of exposure to treatment based on the
microregion m where the individual goes to school. First, I restrict my sample to 9Cℎ graders that
reside in a microregion where there is a federal university. Although there are 509 microregions
in Brazil, there are only 50 with federal universities.12 Second, I delete students that moved
microregions between year t and year t+1. Table 1 presents descriptive statistics comparing the

12In these 50 microregions, there are 94 federal institutions, out of which 59 are universities. The other ones are
smaller teaching centers and institutes.
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selected sample (hereafter Sample 50) with the whole population. Sample 50 includes, generally,
the larger and most developed microregions in Brazil. They encompass 45 percent of the total
population, including all the State capitals and the Federal District (See Figure 5 for their location).
The median student of Sample 50 lives in a microregion where the median wage of the formal labor
market is, on average, 25.5 percent higher than in the microregion of the median student of the
whole population. Additionally, in Sample 50, 81.1 percent of 9Cℎ graders attend a public school,
compared to 86.5 percent in the population. Finally, note that, by living in a microregion with a
federal university, students of Sample 50 are more directly and clearly exposed to treatment, being
more likely to be interested to attend college. In spite of that, all results from this paper remain
robust for the complete population of 9Cℎ graders in Brazil.

I construct two different measures of exposure to treatment for students of microregion m.
These measures are based on size and location of the institution. The first, and simpler measure,
assumes that a student in microregion m is only exposed to treatment that occurred in institutions
of the same microregion. According to the Brazilian Population Census of 2010, only 14 percent
of college-enrollees moved, after age 14, to the municipality where they currently attend tertiary
education. This suggests that students are mostly exposed to treatment through institutions in the
microregion where they reside at age 14. Then, the first measure constructed is a weighted average
of exposure to treatment of all federal institutions of region m:

)A40C1< =

∑=
D=1,486ℎCD,<G)A40CD,<∑=

D=1,486ℎCD,<
. (1)

where ,486ℎCD,< is the size of each institution, measured by the number of new vacancies
offered by the institution in 2012. Note that if the microregion has only one federal university,
)A40C1< = )A40CD,<.

In the second measure of exposure, I incorporate the possibility that individuals might be
affected by institutions outside their microregion m. I use the Brazilian Population Census of 2010
and restrict data to individuals aged 18 to 25 that report to currently attend college. Then, I observe
the municipality where individuals used to live before college.13 Using this information, I construct
the following measure:

)A40C2< = \<G)A40C
1
< +

∑
A≠<

\A)A40C
1
A (2)

In this case, the variable )A40C1< for microregionm is weighted by the percentage of individuals
that lived in m before college and keep doing so during college, \<. Additionally, it includes

13Among all the students that attend college in the Census of 2010, 66 percent report to do so in the samemunicipality
where they were born, while 20 report to have moved to their current city before age 14. The remaining 14 percent of
students report to have moved from age 15 on wards. These are the ones I assume could have moved specifically for
college.
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component
∑
A≠< \A)A40C

1
A , where \A is the percentage of individuals that lived in m before college

and moved to r (any of the other 49 microregions) for college. Take, for example, the case of the
microregion of Chapecó, located in the State of Santa Catarina, south of Brazil. From all students
that used to live in Chapecó before college and that attend a public tertiary institution, 81.2 percent
do so in Chapecó. Additionally, 14.7 percent move to Florianópolis, the capital of Santa Catarina,
1.5 percent move to Curitiba, 1.5 percent to Juiz de Fora and 1 percent to Pelotas. Moves to all
other cities are negligible (less than 0.5 percent). Therefore, variable )A40C2

�ℎ0?42>
is based on the

weighted average that attributes 81.2 percent for the microregion ofChapecó itself and 18.8 percent
to all these other microregions, accordingly. Note that, out of the 50 microregions considered, \<
for the median one is 96.8 percent. Therefore, while )A40C2< is conceptually a better measure,
results are very similar to specifications that use )A40C1<, instead, as shown in Table A.3. For the
sake of simplicity then, I only report the complete set of results for treatment as defined in )A40C2<.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of variable )A40C2< and the location of microregions of Sample
50. First, note that the 50 microregions with a federal university are spread in different regions of
Brazil. Second, note that they are relatively far from each other, minimizing concerns of spillover
effects. Third, note that variable )A40C2< is sufficiently distributed between values zero and one.
Although 20 out of 50microregions are highly treated ()A40C2< > 0.9), 30 microregions have values
of )A40C2< that vary from 0 to 0.9. It is this variation that allows for the causal identification of the
effect of QL.

3.4 Empirical Strategy

I use an event-study design to study how the QL reform affects school choice. My main empirical
model is:

.8<BC = VC

2015∑
C=2008

.40AC)A40C< + W-8<BC + X-<C + UB + UC + Y8<BC (3)

where .8<BC is the outcome of student i, microregion m, school s and time t. For the main
results, equation 3 is estimated for individuals who attend 9Cℎ grade in a private school and .8<BC
takes the value 1 if the student moved to a public school for 10Cℎ grade, and value zero if he or she
advanced to 10Cℎ grade but stayed in a public school. The treatment variable )A40C< defines how
individual i was exposed to the QL reform, depending on the microregion where he or she attended
9Cℎ grade, as explained in the previous section (note that the baseline results are based on )A40C�D,<
and )A40C2<). This variable is interacted with a dummy for each year/cohort t from 2008 to 2015.
The reform was announced in August of 2012. Therefore, the first cohort I expect to be influenced
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is exactly the one finishing 9Cℎ grade in that year.14 In this specification, years 2008 to 2010 serve
as pre-periods, 2011 is the baseline year (which is ommitted from the regression) and cohorts 2012
to 2015 are treated. The vector -8<BC identifies individual controls (gender, age, ethnicity and urban
status), while -<C are time-varying microregion controls (size of formal sector, median wage of
formal sector workers and share of college among formal sector workers). Finally, I include school
fixed effects UB (which also absorb microregion fixed effects) and time-fixed effects UC . Standard
errors are clustered at the microregion level.15

The main identifying assumption for causal interpretation of parameters V2012, V2013, V2014

and V2015 is that dynamics in the outcome variable for treated and control units would have been
similar in absence of the treatment. The presence of school-microregion fixed effects absorbs
all unobservable time-invariant characteristics at school or microregion that might be correlated
with the outcome. However, the existence of time-varying unobservable characteristics that are
correlated with the outcome could still be a threat to causal identification. Tominimize this concern,
I include pre-periods 2008 to 2010. If pre-trends are parallel, I expect to find coefficients V2008,
V2009 and V2010 to be close to zero and insignificant. This would provide suggestive evidence that
trends between treated and control microregions, in absence of treatment, would likely have been
parallel also between 2011 and post-reform years.

Additionally, Table 2 presents results of regressions of different covariates on )A40C< in 2011,
the baseline year. Although not significantly different from zero, point estimates suggest the
possible existence of differences in levels between treated and control microregions in 2011. Note
that these differences are not necessarily a problem, as long as trends between groups are parallel.

4 Strategic High School Choice

4.1 Main Results

Tables 3 presents the baseline results from an OLS regression of equation 3. In Column (1), I
control for time and microregion fixed effects only, while, in Column (2), I add school fixed effects.
In column (3), I also control for individual characteristics and, in column (4), for microregion time-
varying characteristics. Note that my results are robust and remain very similar in all specifications.
In my preferred model (Column 4), a full adoption of QL increases mobility of 9Cℎ graders from a
private to a public school by 2.4 p.p., in 2012, by 4.3 p.p., in 2013, and by 6.6 p.p. in 2014. This

14Note that to benefit from QL, students need to stay the full 3 years of high school in a public institution. Therefore,
students already enrolled in secondary education cannot be affected.

15Brazil has, in total, 509 microregions (Região Geográfica Imediata), defined by the Brazilian Institute for Geog-
raphy and Statistics (IBGE). In my sample, I use 50 microregions, which contain at least one federal university. This
setting might fall into the few clusters problem, as defined by Gelbach et al. (2008) and Cameron and Miller (2015). I
discuss this issue and present results with a Wild Bootstrep procedure in Appendix C.
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represents an increase of 16, 28 and 43 percent, respectively, in relation to the mean in baseline.
Since the reform was approved on August 29Cℎ 2012, the cohort of 9Cℎ graders of 2012 did not
have enough time to respond to changes, if compared to later cohorts. The academic year in
Brazil goes from February to December and children need to enroll in public school by October
of the preceding year. Therefore, the 2012 cohort had approximately two months (September and
October) to respond to the policy change. Later cohorts, on the other hand, had over a year to
adjust. This is probably what explains the difference in magnitude between the estimates for year
2012 and later years. Finally, note the coefficients for years 2008, 2009 and 2010 are close to zero
and insignificant, corroborating the identifying assumption of parallel trends between treated and
control groups.

In Table 4, I study if the QL reform impacts mobility from public to private school. One
could expect that, due to larger incentives for public-school attendance, QL would decrease these
movements in the transition between 9Cℎ grade and secondary education. Results show that this is
not the case. The reform has zero effect on these potential changes. This is possibly due to the fact
that, before QL, these movements were already too low. In 2011, only 2.2 percent of 9Cℎ graders
that attended a public school moved to a private school in the following year. Results from Tables
3 and 4 are portrayed graphically in Figure 6.

Tables 5 and 6 show results analogous to Table 3 separately by ethnicity. As mentioned
previously, in addition to the quotas destined to public school students, theQL reform has subquotas
reserved to individuals self-declared as black, mixed or indigenous (non-white). Therefore, this
demographic group has higher incentives for strategic school choice. This pattern is confirmed
in the results. According to Table 5 Column (4), a full adoption of QL increases moves from
private to public school by 6.8 p.p. for non-whites in 2013, compared to 2.7 p.p. for whites and
Asians-descendants. This is also shown graphically in Figure 7. This heterogeneity in treatment
effects between groups is statistically different, as shown in Appendix B.

In Tables 7 and 8, I exploit heterogeneity of results with respect to students’ school of origin. In
Table 7, I split private schools in four quartiles of socioeconomic status (SES), based on an index
computed by INEP (INSE 2011-201316). In 2013, a full adoption of QL increases movements of
9Cℎ graders from private to public schools by 6.7 p.p. for the lowest-SES schools and by 0 p.p. for
the highest-SES schools. In 2014, the treatment effect reaches 10 p.p. for the lowest-SES schools,
and only 1 p.p. for the top-SES. These results are shown, graphically, in Figure 8. Results of tests
of differences between groups shown in Appendix B reveal that estimates are statistically different
in all years.

Additionally, in Table 8 Panel A, I divide schools in two categories based on a index of quality,
also elaborated by INEP (ENEM Escola). This index is based on grades of high school concluders

16INSE stands for Índice de Nível Socioeconômico das Escolas de Educação Básica.
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in the National Standardized Exam of High School (ENEM) of 2011. Note that only a portion of
middle schools are evaluated based on this index: the ones that also offer secondary education and
the ones for which at least 50 percent of high school concluders take the ENEM exam in 2011. The
"Top Schools” in Table 8 are the ones with an index in the top half of the distribution. The "Other
Schools” are the ones classified in the bottom half and the ones not classified, either because they
do not offer high school or because less than 50 percent of their high school concluders take the
ENEM exam. The "Other with HS” refers to schools either classified in the bottom half or not
classified, but that offer secondary education. Table 8 shows that a full adoption of QL increases
movements of 9Cℎ graders from private to public schools by 4.8 p.p. for the top schools and by 8.2
p.p. for the other (bottom) schools, in 2014. These results are shown, graphically, in Figure 9,
which also reveal the larger confidence intervals of treatment effects. Results in Appendix B reveal
that estimates are statistically different between groups in years 2012 and 2014.

Finally, in Table 8 Panel B, I split schools in three groups depending on the predicted probability
of federal higher education enrollment. First, I use data from cohort of 2008, which was not affected
by QL, to predict the likelihood that students from a certain middle school will enroll in federal
higher education. I regress a dummy that takes the value one if the 9Cℎ grader enrolls in federal
higher education upon conclusion of high school on individual characteristics (ethnicity, gender,
urban status, age and disability) and on a vector of school fixed effects. Then, I divide schools
in three groups, based on these predicted fixed effects. Results show that a full adoption of QL
increases movements of 9Cℎ graders from private to public schools by 13.7 p.p. for schools with a
low probability of federal higher education attendance (below 5%) and by just 1.6 p.p. for schools
with a high probability (larger than 15%).

In sum, the adoption of QL increases significantly the strategic mobility of 9Cℎ graders between
private and public schools, in the transition between middle to secondary education. This is so
because QL increases incentives for students to attend the full three years of high school at a public
institution. The effect is stronger for non-whites, who benefit from additional subquotas if compared
to whites, and for students coming from a low-SES and low-quality private school. It is also higher
for students coming from schools with a low predicted probability of federal higher education
attendance. Therefore, by increasing the value of public school, QL pushes some students from
the private to the public system. These are individuals interested in public tertiary education, but
that, most likely, benefit the least from private secondary school attendance. In contrast, students
that stay in private school are the ones with a stronger preference for this type of institution, even
after QL increased the value of public school for all individuals. These are, likely, individuals that
benefit more from private school attendance.
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4.2 Robustness

4.2.1 Triple Differences in Differences

The results from the event-study design presented in section 4.1 confirm that trends between treated
and control units are parallel in the periods before the implementation of the reform (2008 to 2010).
Yet, there could still exist time-varying confounders that affect treated and control units differently
in the years in which the reform was implemented (2012-2015). To reduce these concerns, I
estimate the following model, analogous to a triple differences in differences specification:

.8<BC6 = _C

2015∑
C=2008

.40AC)A40C<9Cℎ6A0346 + VC
2015∑
C=2008

.40AC)A40C< + W-8<BC6 + X-<C + UB6 + UC6 + Y8<BC6 .

(4)

Now, in addition to comparing treated and control microregions, before and after the implemen-
tation of QL (as in equation 3), I also compare students moving from 9Cℎ to 10Cℎ grade - who can
benefit from strategic school choice - with the ones moving from 10Cℎ to 11Cℎ grade - who cannot
benefit from moving to a public school anymore. The idea of this comparison is that time-varying
confounders that could induce movements from private to public schools differently in treated
and control microregions would affect both 9Cℎ and 10Cℎ graders, while strategic school choice in
response to QL affects only 9Cℎ grades, who can benefit from the reform.

In equation 4, the dummy variable 9Cℎ6A0346 takes the value 1 if the student is moving from 9Cℎ

to 10Cℎ grade (treated) and takes the value zero if he or she is moving from 10Cℎ to 11Cℎ (control).
This dummy is interacted with the .40AC)A40C< in a triple interaction term. Then, parameters
_2012, _2013, _2014 and _2015 are the causal triple differences in differences estimates of the effect
of QL, after controlling for these potential local time-varying confounders.

Results are shown in Table 9 and Figure 10. Column (4) presents my preferred specification,
which includes all controls presented in equation 4: individual controls -8<BC6, microregion controls
-<C , school-grade fixed effects UB6 and time-grade fixed effects UC6. Estimates show that the
introduction of the QL reform increases strategic mobility from private to public school by 2.2 p.p.
in 2012, 3.4 p.p. in 2013 and 5.3 p.p. in 2014. Although slightly smaller in magnitude than the
ones from the standard differences in differences (Section 4.1), these are still sizeable estimates.
They represent an increase in the order of 15, 22 and 34% in relation to baseline averages, compared
to 16, 28 and 43% of the standard model of equation 3. Taken together, these results suggest that
the standard differences in differences estimates could be seen as an upper bound of the treatment
effects, while the triple differences in differences could be seen as a lower bound. Yet, in spite the
possible existence of some time-varying confounders at the local level, QL has a sizeable effect on
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inducing strategic school choice of individuals.

4.2.2 Treatment Variable

In this section, I show results comparing the treatment variable defined as in baseline (constructed
from )A40C�D,<, in which treatment is defined based on the message sent by admission committees
of institutions) with the alternative measure (constructed from )A40C�D,<, in which treatment is
defined as the gap between 50% and the baseline share of public school students by major within
institution u). See Section 3.2 for detailed descriptions on the construction of )A40C�D,< and
)A40C�D,<. Table A.2 shows that results from the event-study framework using )A40C�< and )A40C�<
yield a similar pattern, while estimates from )A40C�D,< are larger in magnitude. In TableA.1, in
addition to a comparison between both variables, I perform an exercise in which both are included
simultaneously. For simplicity, I aggregate pre-treatment (2008-2010) and post-treatment years
(2012-2015). Column (4) shows that adoption of QL with treatment defined using )A40C�D,< leads
to an increase in 4.7 p.p. in moves of 9Cℎ graders from private to public schools. If we define
treatment based on )A40C�D,<, instead, this figure increases to 9.1 p.p. In columns (3) and (6),
both treatment variables are included simultaneously. Point estimates of both )A40C�< .%>BC and
)A40C�< .%>BC are positive and of a similar magnitude. Since only )A40C�< .%>BC remains significant,
I use )A40C�< in my baseline analysis.

4.2.3 Treatment Exposure

In Table A.3, I show results considering different measures of exposure to treatment. Column
(1) shows the baseline results, in which the treatment variable equals )A40C2< in equation 2, i.e.,
individuals are considered to be exposed to treatment happening in any of the 50 microregions
of the country. Column (2) shows the results in which treatment equals )A40C1< in equation 1, in
which students are only exposed to treatment in their microregion of residence. Finally, Column (3)
shows results in which students are exposed to treatment in all microregions, but that the treatment
of each institution is weighted by size, as in baseline, but also by an index of quality. The intuition
is that higher quality institutions attract more applications and, therefore, may have a higher effect
on students’ choices. In any case, results are extremely similar in all three definitions of treatment.
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5 Consequences of Strategic School Choice for Students

5.1 Does strategic school choice impact the type and quality of schools these
students move to?

From Section 4.1, we learned that students from lower-SES and lower quality private schools are
the ones who respond more to the policy change. But how do the schools they move to compare
to the private schools their comparable counterparts attend in high school? In other words, does
strategic school choice impact the type or quality of schools these students move to? Or do they
end up attending similar high schools, but that are now public instead of private? To answer this
question, I would like to estimate the following regression:

(2ℎ>>;$DC2><48<BC = V">E4%D1;82(2ℎ>>;8<BC + W-8<BC + X-<C + UB + UC + Y8<BC , (5)

where (2ℎ>>;$DC2><48<BC is defined for the high school in which student i, who attends 9Cℎ grade
at school s, enrolls in 10Cℎ grade. As before, subscript < defines the microregion of treatment
and subscript t the year of cohort. The parameter V measures the effect on the outcome if student
i moves from a private to a public school. In a standard OLS specification, V would be biased,
since individuals that move from a private to a public school are different in both observables and
unobservables from the ones that decide not to move. However, the introduction ofQL exogenously
pushes students to public schools, compared to their counterparts in cohorts and regions not affected
by the reform. Therefore, I use the introduction ofQL as an instrumental variable (IV), as following:

">E4%D1;82(2ℎ>>;8<BC = _)A40C< .%>BCC + W-8<BC + X-<C + UB + UC + Y8<BC (6)

The instrument is exactly the interaction between )A40C< and a dummy %>BCC , which takes the
value zero for pre-periods 2008-2011 and the value 1 for post-periods 2012-2015. Table 10 shows
results in which (2ℎ>>;$DC2><48<BC equals the school socioeconomic index (INSE). Column (1)
shows the first stage: the introduction of QL increases movements from private to public schools
by 4.6 p.p. on average. Column (2) shows the reduced form estimates. The adoption ofQL induces
private school students to attend high schools that are, on average, 0.05 standard deviations lower
in terms of their socioeconomic index. Finally, Column (3) presents the IV estimates, in which
movements from private to public schools are instrumented by QL, as in equation 6. It shows that
movements from private to public schools driven by QL induces students to attend a high school
that is 1.1 standard deviations lower in terms of its socioeconomic index than their comparable
counterparts.

Table 11 shows results analogous when (2ℎ>>;$DC2><48<BC is the average performance of the
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school in terms of grades in the National Standardized Exam (ENEM Escola). Column (3) shows
that movements from private to public schools driven byQL induce students to attend a high school
that is 0.77 standard deviations worse in terms of grades. In sum, these results show that movers
end up attending high schools that are poorer and worse in overall performance than the schools
they would have attended in absence of QL.

5.2 Movers’ Human Capital Accumulation

The previous section established the causal link between QL and students’ strategic school choice.
It showed that, in response to this intervention, students from the bottom quality of the private
school distribution trade down to worse and poorer public schools, in order increase their chances
to benefit from affirmative action quotas in higher education. Yet, are there other margins of
adjustment of students’ behavior? For example, doesQL impact students’ human capital decisions?
There are different channels through which such policy could affect human capital accumulation.
The first one is through the school choice decision. On the one hand, by inducing private-school
students to trade down to worse schools, QL could have a negative effect on their performance
in high school. On the other hand, these students, who are attending the bottom-quality private
schools could be a better match to a public school. The second channel is a direct effect on effort
provisions. For example, if private-school students that move to worse schools put more effort into
studying, in order to increase their chances of being admitted to higher education, QL would have
a positive effect on performance. But if these movers put less effort into studying, by taking it for
granted that they are now from the quota-eligible group, QL would then have a negative effect on
their human capital.

In Table 13, I show results of the impact of QL on private-school students’ persistence, dropout
and retention rates. For the sake of simplicity, I aggregate periods 2008 to 2010 into the dummy
variable Pre and periods 2012 to 2014 into Post. Panel A shows that QL increases persistence
rates from 9Cℎ to 12Cℎ grade in 2.4 p.p. This could be explained by both a decrease in dropout (1.7
p.p.) and in retention (1.2 p.p.). Furthermore, this increase happens both due to an increase in
persistence in the transition between middle to high school (between 9Cℎ and 10Cℎ grade) and due
to an increase in persistence within high-school (between 10Cℎ and 12Cℎ grade). In Table A.4 in the
Appendix, I show results of an event-study specification for persistence between 9Cℎ grade and 12Cℎ

grade. Note that the effects on persistence are observed only in cohorts 2012 to 2015, the ones with
the possibility of school-choice adjustments. The cohorts of 2009 to 2011 could have adjusted their
effort levels during high school in response to QL, but not their choice of high school. However,
empirically, we see no effects on persistence rates for these cohorts. Taken together, these results
are informative, even if it is not possible to pin down the exact channels behind this positive effect.
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Even if QL induces individuals to trade down to worse schools, in the end, this movement may not
be so detrimental to students. Individuals either compensate the effect of moving to a worse school
through an increase in effort-provision following the school move, or they actually move to schools
that, albeit worse in academic rankings, are a better match for them. In a future version of this
manuscript, I will look deeper into other dimension of human capital accumulation, such as grades
and higher education attendance.

5.3 Impact on Overall Effect of QL

Another important policy-relevant question related to the strategic school choice induced by QL is
whether it affects the overall effect of the intervention. To answer this question, I use data from the
Census of Higher Education. From the universe of incoming students in federal higher education
institutions, I select the ones which enroll directly upon conclusion of high school. Table 12 Panel
A shows that in 2012, before the introduction of the law, 60.2% of this group came from a private
high school (Priv), 4.8% from a public high school but a private 9Cℎ grade (%(%A8E) and 35% from
a public high school and a public 9Cℎ grade (%(%D1;82). As expected, data from 2016 shows that
enrollments of students from private high schools reduced to 52.7%. In contrast, enrollments of
students from public high schools increases both among the ones who came from private (8%) and
public (39.4%) 9Cℎ grades.

In Table 12 Panel B, I estimate the following model:

%A8EDC = V)A40CDG%>BCC + UC + UD + YDC . (7)

The variable %A8EDC is the share of students from federal higher education institution u and year t
who attended a private high school. )A40CD measures how each institution was exposed to QL, as
defined previously, and %>BCC equals zero for year 2012, before the implementation of the law, and
it equals 1 for 2015 or 2016, after the implementation of the law. The term UC controls for time
fixed effects and UD for university fixed effects. I also run the same model substituting %A8EDC for
%(%A8E,DC and %(%D1;82,DC .

In Columns (1), (3) and (5), I run the model comparing year 2012, before treatment, with
year 2015, in which there was no possibility for school-choice adjustments. Column (1) shows
that the full adoption of QL decreases enrollments of private-school students by 11.3 p.p. This
figure is reassuringly the same as the one found in Mello (2019), which uses a more detailed and
sophisticated identification strategy with data from 2010 to 2015 and variation at the program level.
This decrease is explained by an increase in 3 p.p. in enrollments of %(%A8E,DC and of 8.3 p.p. of
group %(%D1;82,DC . Columns (2), (4) and (6), on the other hand, compare year 2012 with 2016, in
which the first cohort of students could already have adjusted their high school choice. Now, I
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find the a full adoption of QL decreases enrollments of private-school students by 14.3 p.p. These
students are displaced due to an increase in 4.37 p.p. of enrollments of %(%A8E,DC and in 9.98 p.p.
of enrollments of %(%D1;82,DC .

The comparison between 2012 to 2015 shows that students from group %(%A8E,DC were respon-
sible for 26.5% of the displacement effect of private-school students. This shows that, even in
absence of strategic school choice decisions, a large share of public high-school students who
enroll in federal higher education already came from private 9Cℎ grades. This happens in contrast
with the only 4% of students who enroll in public high schools that come from a private 9Cℎ grade
and with the 12% of students from this group who enroll in federal higher education in 2012,
before the introduction of QL. Even if this share was already substantial, it increases from 26.5%
to 30.5% in the comparison between 2012 and 2016, an increase of 4 p.p. and 15%. I interpret
this as an increase due to the strategic high school choice decision induced by QL. In sum, before
QL, the group %(%A8E,DC was already over represented in federal higher education (12% versus the
4% in the population of public high school students). The introduction of QL disproportionately
benefited this group even before the possibility of school-choice adjustment, which, then, amplified
this effect.

6 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, I studied how the adoption of a national affirmative action initiative in the Brazilian
federal higher education system impacted students’ outcomes before college. In 2012, the govern-
ment approved the national Quota Law (QL), which reserved 50 percent of all vacancies in each
major and institution to students that attended all three years of high school in a public institution.
By changing incentives for admissions to the most competitive tertiary institutions in the country,
the government encouraged public high school attendance.

First, I investigate how students change their school choice in light of these new incentives.
I find that a full adoption of QL increases strategic mobility from private to public schools by
34% percent using a triple differences event-study specification. Moreover, I find that this effect
is stronger for non-whites, who benefit from an additional subquota, and for students originally
attending low-SES and low-quality private schools. It is also larger for students coming from
schools with lower probability of federal higher education attendance. Then, I show that this
strategic school choice does mean that individuals are trading down. Specifically, I find that movers
end up in high schools that are 1.1 standard deviations poorer and 0.77 standard deviations worse
than the schools they would have attended in absence of QL.

In spite of this movement to lower quality public schools, reduced-form estimates show that the
overall effect of QL on human capital accumulation of private school students is positive. Cohorts
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affected by QL increase persistence from the 9Cℎ to the 12Cℎ (end of high school) by 2.4 p.p., due
to both a decrease in dropout and retention rates. Unfortunately, my reduced-form strategy does
not allow the disentanglement of the possible different channels through which QL could impact
human capital accumulation. Yet, estimates show that the positive effects due to an increase in
effort-level or to a better match between students and schools more than compensate the possible
negative effects due to the move to worse schools.

Finally, I investigate the impact of the strategic school choice on the overall effect of QL. First,
I show that, even before the possibility of school-choice adjustments, 26.5% of the displacement
effect of private school students due toQLwas already caused by students who came from a private
9Cℎ grade. This represents a substantial increase if compared to the baseline share of 12% and
is likely due to the existence of a small share of elite public high schools in Brazil, who attract
students of high socioeconomic status. The current QL criteria, when focusing on students who
attended only the three years of high school in public institutions, end up benefiting this particular
group disproportionately. Even if the baseline offset effect was already high, the possibility of
school-choice adjustment increases in 15% the share of public high school students who come from
a 9Cℎ grade in a private school.
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7 Figures and Tables

Figure 1: Private vs Public Schools
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Notes: This figure shows the distribution of private and public schools in Brazil, according to a quality and a
socioeconomic index. It includes all schools that offer the second cycle of primary (grades 5-9) and secondary
education, according to the Census of Basic Education of 2011. The measure of school quality comes from average
grades in the National Standardized Exam of High School (ENEM Escola 2011). The Socioeconomic Index (INSE
2011-2013) is computed by INEP in a continuous scale with mean 50 and standard deviation 10.
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Figure 2: Example of the Quota Law for the State of Bahia

Notes: From every 100 vacancies offered by each major in a federal institution, 50 are reserved to students that attended
all three years of secondary education in a public school, while the other 50 are open for regular competitive entrance.
From the vacancies reserved to public school students, half are also reserved to individuals from families of per capita
income of less than 1.5 minimum wage. Finally, the State of Bahia has 77 percent of non-white individuals according
to the Census of 2010. Therefore, 77 percent of the reserved vacancies has to be destined to the non-white. Source:
own elaboration based on Law 12.711/2012.

Figure 3: Share of Public School Students by Major in Federal Higher Education Institutions
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Notes: Source: own elaboration based on Census of Higher Education (2012 and 2016) and National Exam of High
School Microdata (2011 and 2015).
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Figure 4: Treatment Variables by Institution
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Figure 5: Distribution of Treatment Variable

Notes: This map shows the location of the 50 microregions in Brazil with a federal university, which I referred to as
Sample 50 in the main text. The microregions are coloured according to their level of treatment, which can vary from
zero (not-treated) to 1 (fully-treated).
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Figure 6: Estimate of Treatment Effects between School Systems
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Notes: In this Figure, I plot the estimates of the treatment effects of QL on movements of 9Cℎ graders to secondary
school. Private refers to movements from private to public schools and Public to movements from public to private
institutions. Year 2011 is the baseline, 2008 to 2010 are pre-periods and 2012 to 2015 are treated periods. CI are 95%
confidence intervals. Specifications include year and school FE, individual and microregion time-varying controls.
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Figure 7: Estimate of Movements from Private to Public Schools by Ethnicity
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Notes: In this Figure, I plot the estimates of the treatment effects ofQL on movements of 9Cℎ graders of a private school
to a public secondary school. Non-white refers to individuals self-declared as black, indigenous or mixed and Whites
to individuals self-declared as whites or Asians. Year 2011 is the baseline, 2008 to 2010 are pre-periods and 2012 to
2015 are treated periods. CI are 95% confidence intervals. Specifications include year and school FE, individual and
microregion time-varying controls.
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Figure 8: Estimate of Movements from Private to Public Schools by School of Origin Socioeco-
nomic Status
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Notes: In this Figure, I plot the estimates of the treatment effects of QL on movements of 9Cℎ graders of a private
school to a public secondary school. Low-SES refers to origin schools in the bottom quartile of the distribution of
socioeconomic status according to an index computed by the National Institute of Educational Studies and Research
in Brazil (so-called INSE 2011-2013). High-SES refers to origin schools in the top quartile. CI are 95% confidence
intervals. Specifications include year and school FE, individual and microregion time-varying controls.
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Figure 9: Estimate of Movements from Private to Public Schools by School of Origin Quality Index
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Notes: In this Figure, I plot the estimates of the treatment effects of QL on movements of 9Cℎ graders of a private
school to a public secondary school. The Quality Index was based on grades at the National Standardized High-School
Exam of 2011 and computed by INEP (Enem Escola 2011). Top refers to private schools classified in the top half of the
distribution of test scores and Bottom refers to all other schools, both classified in the bottom-half or not classified at all.
CI are 95% confidence intervals. Specifications include year and school FE, individual and microregion time-varying
controls.
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Figure 10: Estimate of Movements from Private to Public Schools - Triple DiD
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Notes: In this Figure, I plot the triple differences in differences estimates of the treatment effects of QL on movements
of 9Cℎ graders of a private school to a public secondary school, as in equation 4. Individuals moving from 9Cℎ to
10Cℎ grade (treated) are compared to the ones moving from 10Cℎ to 11Cℎ grade, in addition to the comparison between
treated and control regions, and before and after the reform. CI are 95% confidence intervals. Specifications include
year-grade and school-grade FE, individual and microregion time-varying controls.
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

Cohort Observations Median Wages Share College
All Sample 50 All Sample 50 All Sample 50

2008 2974583 1339030 11060 13405 30.4 32.8
2009 3042326 1373501 11732 13776 30.4 32.8
2010 2998554 1352048 12477 14720 30.3 32.8
2011 2972360 1346985 13273 15864 30.7 32.9
2012 2973644 1349088 14484 16625 31.5 35.1
2013 2990971 1360930 15410 17581 31.5 35.7
2014 2856323 1310270 15960 18285 31.5 33.7
2015 2722276 1224427 15471 17583 31.7 33.9

Total 23531037 10656279 13561 17015 31.0 33.7

Cohort Public School Private to Public Public to Private
All Sample 50 All Sample 50 All Sample 50

2008 88.1 83.5 16.7 15.9 1.8 1.8
2009 87.8 83.0 16.2 15.3 2.0 2.0
2010 87.1 81.9 16.0 15.2 2.0 2.1
2011 86.4 81.0 16.4 15.4 2.0 2.2
2012 86.1 80.4 18.5 17.6 1.8 1.8
2013 85.8 80.2 19.3 18.4 1.8 1.9
2014 85.1 79.3 21.0 20.3 1.6 1.6
2015 85.3 79.4 21.9 20.9 1.5 1.5

Total 86.5 81.1 18.3 17.5 1.8 1.9
Notes: This table compares descriptive statistics for the Sample of 50 microregions I use for the baseline analysis,
versus the complete population. Median Wages and Share College are, respectively, the median wages and proportion
of individuals with a college degree among the formal workers in the microregion of the median 9Cℎ grade student.
Public School is the proportion of 9Cℎ graders attending a public school, while Private to Public and Public to Private
refer to moves from one system to other, between 9Cℎ grade of primary to the 1BC year of secondary education.
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Table 2: Regression on Treatment Status in 2011

)A40C< Standard Errors Observations

Public School -0.0436 (0.0400) 1346985
Private to Public 0.0366 (0.0300) 221604
Public to Private 0.000154 (0.0105) 811737
Log Median Wage -0.403 (0.291) 1346985
Log N Formal -0.350 (0.455) 1346985
Share College -0.135 (0.0881) 1346985

Notes: This contains results of regressions of covariates on the variable for treatment)A40C< in year 2011, the baseline.
Public School is the proportion of 9Cℎ graders attending a public school, while Private to Public and Public to Private
refer to moves from one system to other, between 9Cℎ grade of primary to the 1BC year of secondary education. Log
Median Wages, Log N Formal, Share College are, respectively, the log of median wages, the log of the number of
workers and the proportion of individuals with a college degree, among the formal workers in the microregion.
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Table 3: Moves from Private to Public School

(1) (2) (3) (4)

)A40C< .2008 0.000364 0.000666 0.00107 0.00683
(0.0110) (0.0133) (0.0133) (0.0130)

)A40C< .2009 -0.0118 -0.0151 -0.0148 -0.0104
(0.0119) (0.0115) (0.0112) (0.00934)

)A40C< .2010 -0.0179 -0.0125 -0.0122 -0.0109
(0.0122) (0.00989) (0.00985) (0.0106)

)A40C< .2012 0.0302*** 0.0280*** 0.0279*** 0.0244***
(0.0106) (0.00983) (0.00982) (0.00862)

)A40C< .2013 0.0597*** 0.0490*** 0.0487*** 0.0431***
(0.0194) (0.0148) (0.0147) (0.0124)

)A40C< .2014 0.0795** 0.0735*** 0.0731*** 0.0659***
(0.0328) (0.0246) (0.0244) (0.0208)

)A40C< .2015 0.0678** 0.0689*** 0.0683*** 0.0579***
(0.0280) (0.0212) (0.0210) (0.0189)

N 1714559 1714514 1714514 1714514
Adj. R2 0.028 0.236 0.237 0.237

Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Microregion FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
School FE Yes Yes Yes
Individual Controls Yes Yes
Region Controls Yes

Notes: In this Table, I plot the estimates of the treatment effects of QL on movements of 9Cℎ graders of a private
school to a public secondary school. Year 2011 is the baseline, 2008 to 2010 are pre-periods and 2012 to 2015 are
treated periods. Standard errors are shown in parenthesis and are clustered at the microregion level. Individual controls
include gender, age, ethnicity and urban status. Microregion controls include log of number of workers in the formal
sector, log of yearly wage of the median worker in the formal sector and share of individuals with college among formal
workers in the region.
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Table 4: Moves from Public to Private School

(1) (2) (3) (4)

)A40C< .2008 -0.00131 -0.00149 -0.00165 -0.00106
(0.00613) (0.00620) (0.00622) (0.00650)

)A40C< .2009 -0.000299 -0.000847 -0.00103 -0.000632
(0.00293) (0.00303) (0.00303) (0.00328)

)A40C< .2010 -0.00255 -0.00280 -0.00294 -0.00280
(0.00215) (0.00225) (0.00226) (0.00213)

)A40C< .2012 -0.00277 -0.00303 -0.00304 -0.00340
(0.00250) (0.00233) (0.00230) (0.00216)

)A40C< .2013 -0.00446 -0.00486* -0.00453* -0.00454
(0.00282) (0.00265) (0.00252) (0.00276)

)A40C< .2014 -0.00411 -0.00420 -0.00389 -0.00404
(0.00415) (0.00386) (0.00370) (0.00356)

)A40C< .2015 -0.00325 -0.00344 -0.00321 -0.00323
(0.00415) (0.00401) (0.00378) (0.00362)

N 6329573 6329513 6329513 6329513
Adj. R2 0.008 0.051 0.052 0.052

Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Microregion FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
School FE Yes Yes Yes
Individual Controls Yes Yes
Region Controls Yes

Notes: In this Table, I plot the estimates of the treatment effects of QL on movements of 9Cℎ graders of a public school
to a private secondary school. Year 2011 is the baseline, 2008 to 2010 are pre-periods and 2012 to 2015 are treated
periods. Standard errors are shown in parenthesis and are clustered at the microregion level. Individual controls
include gender, age, ethnicity and urban status. Microregion controls include log of number of workers in the formal
sector, log of yearly wage of the median worker in the formal sector and share of individuals with college among formal
workers in the region.
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Table 5: Moves from Private to Public School - Non-white Students

(1) (2) (3) (4)

)A40C< .2008 -0.0401 -0.00768 -0.00794 -0.00998
(0.0276) (0.0265) (0.0266) (0.0281)

)A40C< .2009 -0.0169 -0.00900 -0.00909 -0.0116
(0.0194) (0.0163) (0.0164) (0.0165)

)A40C< .2010 -0.0223 -0.00642 -0.00629 -0.00573
(0.0183) (0.0157) (0.0158) (0.0168)

)A40C< .2012 0.0564*** 0.0486*** 0.0486*** 0.0421***
(0.0183) (0.0133) (0.0134) (0.0142)

)A40C< .2013 0.0951*** 0.0728*** 0.0729*** 0.0684***
(0.0311) (0.0207) (0.0207) (0.0147)

)A40C< .2014 0.0959** 0.0843** 0.0842** 0.0790***
(0.0443) (0.0321) (0.0322) (0.0268)

)A40C< .2015 0.101*** 0.0983*** 0.0983*** 0.0915***
(0.0369) (0.0260) (0.0262) (0.0217)

N 268313 267868 267868 267868
Adj. R2 0.047 0.258 0.259 0.259

Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Microregion FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
School FE Yes Yes Yes
Individual Controls Yes Yes
Region Controls Yes

Notes: In this Table, I plot the estimates of the treatment effects of QL on movements of 9Cℎ graders of a private
school to a public secondary school, for students self-declared as black, mixed and indigenous only (non-white). Year
2011 is the baseline, 2008 to 2010 are pre-periods and 2012 to 2015 are treated periods. Standard errors are shown
in parenthesis and are clustered at the microregion level. Individual controls include gender, age, ethnicity and urban
status. Microregion controls include log of number of workers in the formal sector, log of yearly wage of the median
worker in the formal sector and share of individuals with college among formal workers in the region.
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Table 6: Moves from Private to Public School - White and Asian-descendants

(1) (2) (3) (4)

)A40C< .2008 -0.00509 -0.00122 -0.00111 0.00438
(0.0136) (0.00986) (0.00983) (0.00869)

)A40C< .2009 -0.0129 -0.0142 -0.0142 -0.00910
(0.0115) (0.0110) (0.0110) (0.00955)

)A40C< .2010 -0.0251* -0.0182* -0.0181* -0.0172*
(0.0125) (0.00979) (0.00978) (0.00966)

)A40C< .2012 0.0250** 0.0200** 0.0199** 0.0183**
(0.0115) (0.00883) (0.00883) (0.00783)

)A40C< .2013 0.0322** 0.0320*** 0.0318*** 0.0265***
(0.0148) (0.00912) (0.00913) (0.00857)

)A40C< .2014 0.0511** 0.0548*** 0.0546*** 0.0479***
(0.0201) (0.0166) (0.0166) (0.0147)

)A40C< .2015 0.0375** 0.0470*** 0.0468*** 0.0367**
(0.0182) (0.0171) (0.0171) (0.0174)

N 549973 549713 549713 549713
Adj. R2 0.020 0.205 0.205 0.205

Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Microregion FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
School FE Yes Yes Yes
Individual Controls Yes Yes
Region Controls Yes

Notes: In this Table, I plot the estimates of the treatment effects of QL on movements of 9Cℎ graders of a private school
to a public secondary school, for students self-declared as white or Asian. Year 2011 is the baseline, 2008 to 2010 are
pre-periods and 2012 to 2015 are treated periods. Standard errors are shown in parenthesis and are clustered at the
microregion level. Individual controls include gender, age, ethnicity and urban status. Microregion controls include
log of number of workers in the formal sector, log of yearly wage of the median worker in the formal sector and share
of individuals with college among formal workers in the region.
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Table 7: Moves from Private to Public School - By School Socioeconomic Level

Quart 1 Quart 2 Quart 3 Quart 4

)A40C< .2008 -0.00879 -0.0133 -0.00185 0.00418
(0.0329) (0.0158) (0.0172) (0.00507)

)A40C< .2009 -0.0391** -0.0214 -0.0148 0.00823
(0.0191) (0.0190) (0.0118) (0.00656)

)A40C< .2010 -0.0174 -0.0145 -0.0187** 0.000677
(0.0300) (0.0155) (0.00835) (0.00379)

)A40C< .2012 0.0389 0.0487*** 0.00717 0.00347
(0.0263) (0.0162) (0.00917) (0.00476)

)A40C< .2013 0.0665** 0.0531*** 0.0318*** 0.00355
(0.0278) (0.0153) (0.00895) (0.00374)

)A40C< .2014 0.103** 0.0791*** 0.0590*** 0.0104**
(0.0390) (0.0196) (0.0132) (0.00490)

)A40C< .2015 0.111*** 0.0756** 0.0472** 0.0155**
(0.0393) (0.0304) (0.0220) (0.00720)

N 218507 283832 328805 503283
Adj. R2 0.147 0.106 0.099 0.069

Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
School FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Individual Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Region Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: In this Table, I plot the estimates of the treatment effects of QL on movements of 9Cℎ graders of a private school
to a public secondary school, by school socioeconomic status. Quart 1 refers to origin schools in the bottom quartile of
the distribution of socioeconomic status according to an index computed by INEP (so-called INSE 2011-2013). Quart
4 refers to origin schools in the top quartile. Year 2011 is the baseline, 2008 to 2010 are pre-periods and 2012 to 2015
are treated periods. Standard errors are shown in parenthesis and are clustered at the microregion level. Individual
controls include gender, age, ethnicity and urban status. Microregion controls include log of number of workers in
the formal sector, log of yearly wage of the median worker in the formal sector and share of individuals with college
among formal workers in the region.
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Table 8: Moves from Private to Public School - By School Characteristic

Panel A: By School Quality

Top Schools Other Schools Other with HS

)A40C< . 2008 0.0144 0.0118 0.0104
(0.0106) (0.0237) (0.0213)

)A40C< . 2009 0.00805 -0.0211* -0.0280**
(0.00936) (0.0115) (0.0105)

)A40C< . 2010 -0.00273 -0.0146 -0.0133
(0.00704) (0.0168) (0.0169)

)A40C< . 2012 0.0158*** 0.0327** 0.0377***
(0.00588) (0.0130) (0.0129)

)A40C< . 2013 0.0297*** 0.0561*** 0.0494**
(0.00734) (0.0202) (0.0203)

)A40C< . 2014 0.0478*** 0.0823*** 0.0884***
(0.0125) (0.0307) (0.0303)

)A40C< . 2015 0.0442*** 0.0715** 0.0860**
(0.0128) (0.0289) (0.0354)

N 809591 904922 471387

Panel B: By Probability of Enrollment in Federal Higher Education

Prob <= 0.05 0.05<Prob<=0.15 Prob >=0.15

)A40C< . 2008 0.0232 -0.00357 -0.0000897
(0.0252) (0.0156) (0.00774)

)A40C< . 2009 -0.0165 -0.0134 0.0000623
(0.0138) (0.0142) (0.00812)

)A40C< . 2010 -0.00736 -0.00785 -0.00812
(0.0223) (0.00971) (0.00593)

)A40C< . 2012 0.0576*** 0.0160 0.00606
(0.0163) (0.0128) (0.00523)

)A40C< . 2013 0.0949*** 0.0295*** 0.00204
(0.0257) (0.0105) (0.00643)

)A40C< . 2014 0.137*** 0.0514*** 0.0164*
(0.0360) (0.0177) (0.00851)

)A40C< . 2015 0.114*** 0.0386** 0.0223
(0.0383) (0.0167) (0.0143)

N 747203 355828 393848
Notes: In Panel A, I plot the estimates of the treatment effects ofQL on movements of 9Cℎ graders of a private
school to a public secondary school, by school quality index. The Quality Index was based on grades at the
National Standardized High-School Exam of 2011 and computed by INEP (Enem Escola 2011). Top refers
to private schools classified in the top half of the distribution of test scores and Other Schools refers to all
other schools, both classified in the bottom-half or not classified at all. Other with HS refer to schools either
in the bottom half or not classified at all, but that offer secondary education. In Panel B, I plot estimates
by the predicted probability that individuals from a particular school will enroll in federal higher education.
First, I regress a dummy that takes the value one if a student from 9Cℎ grade of cohort 2008 enrolls in federal
higher education upon conclusion of high school on individual characteristics (ethnicity, gender, urban status,
age and disability) and school fixed effect. Then, I divide schools in three groups by the level of predicted
probability. Note that, for most schools, the likelihood of enrolling in federal higher education is less than
5%. Year 2011 is the baseline, 2008 to 2010 are pre-periods and 2012 to 2015 are treated periods. Standard
errors are shown in parenthesis and are clustered at the microregion level. Specifications include individual
controls (gender, age, ethnicity and urban status), microregion controls (log of number of workers in the
formal sector, log of yearly wage of the median worker in the formal sector and share of individuals with
college among formal workers in the region), time FE and school FE.
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Table 9: Moves from Public to Private School - Triple DiD

(1) (2) (3) (4)

)A40C< .2008.9Cℎ�A034 -0.00663 -0.00286 -0.00299 -0.00282
(0.0133) (0.0124) (0.0124) (0.0123)

)A40C< .2009.9Cℎ�A034 -0.0136 -0.0180 -0.0178 -0.0177
(0.0122) (0.0110) (0.0110) (0.0109)

)A40C< .2010.9Cℎ�A034 -0.0190** -0.0133* -0.0133* -0.0131*
(0.00916) (0.00740) (0.00730) (0.00730)

)A40C< .2012.9Cℎ�A034 0.0263*** 0.0223** 0.0221** 0.0223**
(0.00962) (0.00901) (0.00897) (0.00903)

)A40C< .2013.9Cℎ�A034 0.0489*** 0.0345*** 0.0344*** 0.0338***
(0.0160) (0.0116) (0.0115) (0.0116)

)A40C< .2014.9Cℎ�A034 0.0683** 0.0537*** 0.0536*** 0.0532***
(0.0263) (0.0181) (0.0180) (0.0180)

)A40C< .2015.9Cℎ�A034 0.0602** 0.0511*** 0.0511*** 0.0507***
(0.0238) (0.0168) (0.0168) (0.0168)

N 3204091 3204021 3204021 3204021
Adj. R2 0.063 0.234 0.234 0.234

Time-Grade FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Microregion-Grade FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
School-Grade FE Yes Yes Yes
Individual Controls Yes Yes
Region Controls Yes

Notes: In this Table, I plot the triple differences in differences estimates of the treatment effects of QL on movements
of 9Cℎ graders of a private school to a public secondary school, as in equation 4. Individuals moving from 9Cℎ to
10Cℎ grade (treated) are compared to the ones moving from 10Cℎ to 11Cℎ grade, in addition to the comparison between
treated and control regions, and before and after the reform. Year 2011 is the baseline, 2008 to 2010 are pre-periods
and 2012 to 2015 are treated periods. Standard errors are shown in parenthesis and are clustered at the microregion
level. Individual controls include gender, age, ethnicity and urban status. Microregion controls include log of number
of workers in the formal sector, log of yearly wage of the median worker in the formal sector and share of individuals
with college among formal workers in the region.
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Table 10: School of Movers - Socioeconomic Index

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Move to Public INSE INSE INSE

Move to Public -1.089*** -1.027***
(0.137) (0.0668)

Treat x Post 0.0464*** -0.0505***
(0.0119) (0.0134)

N 1640793 1640793 1640793 1640793
Estimation 1st Stage Red. Form IV OLS
Underidentification 7.465
Weak identification 15.22

Notes: Column (1) shows how the introduction of QL affects movements from private to public schools, as in equation
6. Column (2) shows how QL affects the average level of the socioeconomic index (INSE) of the schools the movers
go to. Column (3) shows the IV results, in which movements from public to private schools are instrumented by the
QL reform. The socioeconomic index (INSE) is produced by INEP and it was standardized to have mean zero and
variance one. All specifications include time and school fixed effects, individual and regional controls.

Table 11: School of Movers - Grades

(1) (2) (3) (2)
Move to Public Grades Grades Grades

Move to Public -0.768*** -0.443***
(0.181) (0.0801)

Treat x Post 0.0352*** -0.0270***
(0.00789) (0.00895)

N 1185330 1185330 1185330 1185330
Estimation 1st Stage Red. Form IV OLS
Underidentification 6.922
Weak identification 19.90

Notes: Column (1) shows how the introduction of QL affects movements from private to public schools, as in equation
6. Column (2) shows how QL affects the average level of performance (Grades) of the schools the movers go to.
Column (3) shows the IV results, in which movements from public to private schools are instrumented by the QL
reform. Grades are the average grades of the high school in the National Standardized Exam of High School (ENEM).
All specifications include time and school fixed effects, individual and regional controls.
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Table 12: Composition of Federal Higher Education

Panel A: Enrollments in Federal Higher Education by Grop

Private High School Public High School
From Private 9th Grade From Public 9th Grade

Mean N Mean N Mean N

2012 60.22 19769 4.83 1585 34.95 11475
2013 60.59 24400 5.28 2128 34.12 13741
2014 57.26 20591 5.82 2092 36.92 13277
2015 55.51 19960 6.67 2398 37.82 13599
2016 52.66 19551 7.96 2956 39.38 14621

Panel B: Effect of QL on Composition of Federal Higher Education

Private High School Public High School
From Private 9th Grade From Public 9th Grade

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

2012-2015 2012-2016 2012-2015 2012-2016 2012-2015 2012-2016

)A40CD,< -0.113*** -0.143*** 0.0299*** 0.0437*** 0.0831*** 0.0998***
(0.0351) (0.0299) (0.0112) (0.0122) (0.0312) (0.0257)

N 68786 69956 68786 69956 68786 69956
Adj. R2 0.098 0.094 0.028 0.034 0.108 0.107

Notes: This table shows statistics regarding the composition of students who enroll in federal higher education upon
completion of high school. Panel A shows the evolution of the share of such students who came from a private a high
school, a public high school and a private 9Cℎ grade and a public high school and a public 9Cℎ grade. Panel B shows
how QL affected the composition of these different groups. Comparing years 2012 to 2015, in which there was no
school choice adjustment, QL decreases in 11.3 p.p. the enrollments of students from a private high school (Column
1). This group is displaced by an increase of 3 p.p. (Column 3) in enrollments of students from public schools who
came from a private 9Cℎ grade and by an increase in 8.3 p.p. (Column 5) in enrollments of students from public schools
who came from a public 9Cℎ grade. Columns 2, 4 and 6 compare years 2012 and 2016, in which there is the possibility
for school-choice adjustment. Specifically, I estimate equation X. Specifications control for time and institution fixed
effect. Standard errors are shown in parenthesis and are clustered at the institution level.
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Table 13: Persistence, dropout and retention

(1) (2) (3)

Persistence Dropout Retention

From 9Cℎ to 12Cℎ Grade

)A40C< . Pre 0.00152 0.00868 -0.00228
(0.0140) (0.0128) (0.00871)

)A40C< . Post 0.0238*** -0.0173** -0.0120*
(0.00695) (0.00742) (0.00697)

N 1759432 1759432 1432225

From 9Cℎ to 10Cℎ Grade

)A40C< . Pre -0.00703 0.0117 -0.00482
(0.0110) (0.00964) (0.00444)

)A40C< . Post 0.0142** -0.00917* -0.00672
(0.00537) (0.00530) (0.00401)

N 1759432 1759432 1641185

From 10Cℎ to 12Cℎ Grade

)A40C< . Pre 0.00426 0.000756 -0.000489
(0.0110) (0.00796) (0.00487)

)A40C< . Post 0.0132*** -0.0115* -0.00637
(0.00480) (0.00651) (0.00435)

N 1507868 1507868 1350223
Notes: In this Table, I plot the estimates of the treatment effects of QL on persistence, dropout and retention rates
of cohorts. Persistence is defined as enrollments in the correct grade. Year 2011 is the baseline, 2008 to 2010 are
pre-periods (pre) and 2012 to 2014 are treated periods (post). Standard errors are shown in parenthesis and are
clustered at the microregion level. Standard errors are shown in parenthesis and are clustered at the microregion
level. Specifications include individual controls (gender, age, ethnicity and urban status), microregion controls (log
of number of workers in the formal sector, log of yearly wage of the median worker in the formal sector and share of
individuals with college among formal workers in the region), time FE and school FE.
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Table 14: Probability of Enrollment in Federal Higher Education

(1) (2) (3) (4)

9Cℎ Graders from Private School

)A40C< . 2007 -0.00292 -0.00464 -0.00472 -0.00316
(0.0108) (0.00864) (0.00859) (0.00895)

)A40C< . 2009 0.00456 0.00459 0.00469 0.00353
(0.00701) (0.00771) (0.00771) (0.00753)

)A40C< . 2010 -0.0180* -0.0185** -0.0183** -0.0191*
(0.00941) (0.00856) (0.00855) (0.00970)

)A40C< . 2011 -0.0217* -0.0219** -0.0216** -0.0235**
(0.0108) (0.0100) (0.00998) (0.00997)

)A40C< . 2012 -0.0203 -0.0221* -0.0217* -0.0244**
(0.0131) (0.0117) (0.0117) (0.0116)

N 1088192 1088129 1088129 1088129

9Cℎ Graders from Public School

)A40C< . 2007 -0.000228 -0.000723 -0.000561 -0.00103
(0.00161) (0.00160) (0.00168) (0.00170)

)A40C< . 2009 0.000226 -0.000119 -0.0000370 0.00000974
(0.00165) (0.00164) (0.00164) (0.00157)

)A40C< . 2010 0.00251 0.00225 0.00234 0.00330*
(0.00177) (0.00181) (0.00181) (0.00192)

)A40C< . 2011 0.00497** 0.00479** 0.00495** 0.00620***
(0.00194) (0.00191) (0.00191) (0.00191)

)A40C< . 2012 0.00890*** 0.00862*** 0.00883*** 0.0107***
(0.00225) (0.00235) (0.00236) (0.00241)

N 5010423 5010301 5010301 5010301

Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Microregion FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
School FE Yes Yes Yes
Individual Controls Yes Yes
Region Controls Yes

Notes: In this Table, I plot the estimates of the treatment effects of QL on the probability that students from 9Cℎ grade
of each cohort will enroll in federal higher education upon conclusion of high school. Year 2008 is the baseline, 2007
is a pre-period and 2010 to 2012 are treated periods. While cohorts of 2010 and 2011 already faced different admission
rules due to QL, only cohort of 2012 could have adjusted their school choice decisions. Standard errors are shown
in parenthesis and are clustered at the microregion level. Individual controls include gender, age, ethnicity and urban
status. Microregion controls include log of number of workers in the formal sector, log of yearly wage of the median
worker in the formal sector and share of individuals with college among formal workers in the region.
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Appendix

A Additional Figures and Tables

Table A.1: Moves from Private to Public Schools - Comparison of Treatment Variables

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

)A40C�< . Before -0.00931 -0.0136 -0.00521 -0.00567
(0.00892) (0.0109) (0.00932) (0.0110)

)A40C�< . Post 0.0543*** 0.0413*** 0.0469*** 0.0330**
(0.0161) (0.0138) (0.0128) (0.0143)

)A40C�< . Before -0.00601 0.0133 -0.00986 -0.000902
(0.0145) (0.0146) (0.0163) (0.0192)

)A40C�< . Post 0.101** 0.0412 0.0914** 0.0452
(0.0463) (0.0503) (0.0355) (0.0420)

N 1714514 1714514 1714514 1714514 1714514 1714514
Adj. R2 0.236 0.236 0.236 0.237 0.237 0.237

Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Microregion FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
School FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Individual Controls Yes Yes Yes
Region Controls Yes Yes Yes

Notes: In this Table, I plot the estimates of the treatment effects of QL on movements of 9Cℎ graders of a public school
to a private secondary school. I compare the baseline estimates (constructed from )A40C�D,<, in which treatment is
defined based on the message sent by admission committees of institutions) with the alternative measure (constructed
from )A40C�D,<, in which treatment is defined as the gap between 50% and the baseline share of public school students
by major within institution u). See Section 3.2 for detailed descriptions on the construction of )A40C�D,< and )A40C�D,<.
The dummy Before includes years 2008-2010 aggregate, while the dummy Post includes years 2012-2015 aggregated.
Year 2011 is the baseline. Individual controls include gender, age, ethnicity and urban status. Microregion controls
include log of number of workers in the formal sector, log of yearly wage of the median worker in the formal sector
and share of individuals with college among formal workers in the region.
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Table A.2: Moves from Private to Public Schools - Robustness of Treatment Variable

Double-DiD Triple-DiD

)A40C�< )A40C�< )A40C�< )A40C�<

)A40C< . 2008 0.00683 0.00596 0.00428 -0.00282 -0.000746 -0.0000383
(0.0130) (0.0238) (0.0209) (0.0123) (0.0202) (0.0198)

)A40C< . 2009 -0.0104 -0.0236 -0.0318** -0.0177 -0.0323 -0.0321
(0.00934) (0.0182) (0.0121) (0.0109) (0.0198) (0.0196)

)A40C< . 2010 -0.0109 0.000590 -0.00169 -0.0131* -0.0136 -0.0129
(0.0106) (0.0223) (0.0251) (0.00730) (0.0156) (0.0152)

)A40C< . 2012 0.0244*** 0.0490** 0.0460** 0.0223** 0.0383** 0.0385**
(0.00862) (0.0228) (0.0184) (0.00903) (0.0188) (0.0184)

)A40C< . 2013 0.0431*** 0.0975** 0.0948*** 0.0338*** 0.0671** 0.0651**
(0.0124) (0.0429) (0.0334) (0.0116) (0.0293) (0.0290)

)A40C< . 2014 0.0659*** 0.139* 0.130** 0.0532*** 0.101* 0.0997*
(0.0208) (0.0710) (0.0621) (0.0180) (0.0505) (0.0499)

)A40C< . 2015 0.0579*** 0.124** 0.102** 0.0507*** 0.0913** 0.0892**
(0.0189) (0.0565) (0.0445) (0.0168) (0.0379) (0.0372)

N 1714514 1714514 1714514 3204021 3204021 3204021
Adj. R2 0.237 0.236 0.237 0.234 0.234 0.234

Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Microregion FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
School FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Individual Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Region Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notes: In this Table, I plot the estimates of the treatment effects of QL on movements of 9Cℎ graders of a public school
to a private secondary school. I compare the baseline estimates (constructed from )A40C�D,<, in which treatment is
defined based on the message sent by admission committees of institutions) with the alternative measure (constructed
from )A40C�D,<, in which treatment is defined as the gap between 50% and the baseline share of public school students
by major within institution u). See Section 3.2 for detailed descriptions on the construction of )A40C�D,< and )A40C�D,<.
Individual controls include gender, age, ethnicity and urban status. Microregion controls include log of number of
workers in the formal sector, log of yearly wage of the median worker in the formal sector and share of individuals
with college among formal workers in the region.
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Table A.3: Moves from Private to Public Schools - Robustness of Treatment Exposure

Baseline Only Microregion Weight by Quality
(1) (2) (3)

)A40C< .2008 0.00683 0.00663 0.00607
(0.0130) (0.0127) (0.0135)

)A40C< .2009 -0.0104 -0.0101 -0.0103
(0.00934) (0.00917) (0.00944)

)A40C< .2010 -0.0109 -0.0108 -0.0112
(0.0106) (0.0104) (0.0106)

)A40C< .2012 0.0244*** 0.0239*** 0.0245***
(0.00862) (0.00845) (0.00888)

)A40C< .2013 0.0431*** 0.0420*** 0.0429***
(0.0124) (0.0123) (0.0123)

)A40C< .2014 0.0659*** 0.0642*** 0.0649***
(0.0208) (0.0205) (0.0210)

)A40C< .2015 0.0579*** 0.0561*** 0.0574***
(0.0189) (0.0186) (0.0189)

N 1714514 1714514 1714514
Adj. R2 0.237 0.237 0.237

Time FE Yes Yes Yes
Microregion FE Yes Yes Yes
School FE Yes Yes Yes
Individual Controls Yes Yes Yes
Region Controls Yes Yes Yes

Notes: In this Table, I plot the estimates of the treatment effects of QL on movements of 9Cℎ graders of a public school
to a private secondary school. In Column (1), I use the baseline definition of treatment as defined in 2. In Column (2),
I assume students are only exposed to treatment in their microregion. In Column (3), I assume students are exposed to
treatment in any of the 50 microregions as in Column (1), but I weight each institution of the microregion by a linear
index of quality/performance, in addition to size. Individual controls include gender, age, ethnicity and urban status.
Microregion controls include log of number of workers in the formal sector, log of yearly wage of the median worker
in the formal sector and share of individuals with college among formal workers in the region.
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Table A.4: Persistence from 9Cℎ to 12Cℎ Grade

(1) (2) (3) (4)

)A40C< . 2008 0.000738 0.00514 0.00453 0.00525
(0.0154) (0.0167) (0.0169) (0.0173)

)A40C< . 2009 -0.0119 -0.000958 -0.00120 -0.000460
(0.0158) (0.0164) (0.0165) (0.0165)

)A40C< . 2010 0.00422 0.00474 0.00461 0.00490
(0.00988) (0.00926) (0.00926) (0.00966)

)A40C< . 2012 0.0254*** 0.0207*** 0.0208*** 0.0204**
(0.00749) (0.00754) (0.00737) (0.00785)

)A40C< . 2013 0.0236** 0.0179** 0.0183** 0.0166*
(0.0107) (0.00848) (0.00851) (0.00839)

)A40C< . 2014 0.0402*** 0.0325*** 0.0323*** 0.0304***
(0.00931) (0.00843) (0.00838) (0.00730)

)A40C< . 2015 0.0432*** 0.0374*** 0.0376*** 0.0346***
(0.0133) (0.0130) (0.0131) (0.0124)

N 2009512 2009455 2009455 2009455
Adj. R2 0.029 0.081 0.088 0.088

Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Microregion FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
School FE Yes Yes Yes
Individual Controls Yes Yes
Region Controls Yes

Notes: In this Table, I plot the estimates of the treatment effects of QL on movements persistence from 9Cℎ to 12Cℎ
grade of students originally from private schools. Individual controls include gender, age, ethnicity and urban status.
Microregion controls include log of number of workers in the formal sector, log of yearly wage of the median worker
in the formal sector and share of individuals with college among formal workers in the region.
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Table A.5: Treatment Variables by RGI

id nome_rgi treat_all treat_all2 treat_actual2 treat_wgt treat_wgtpub treat_wgt2
110001 Porto Velho 0.8322 0.8322 0.0298 0.8152 0.8128 0.8148
120001 Rio Branco 1.0000 1.0000 0.0254 0.9890 0.9904 0.9890
130001 Manaus 1.0000 1.0000 0.0782 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
140001 Boa Vista 1.0000 1.0000 0.0086 1.0000 0.9997 1.0000
150001 Belém 0.0261 0.0508 0.0090 0.0397 0.0261 0.0641
150015 Santarém 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.9673 0.9546 0.9679
160001 Macapá 1.0000 1.0000 0.0372 0.9782 0.9515 0.9787
170001 Palmas 0.9293 0.8982 0.0791 0.9185 0.9107 0.8885
210001 São Luís 0.1528 0.1770 0.0904 0.1699 0.1621 0.1934
220001 Teresina 0.5273 0.5068 0.1515 0.5318 0.5328 0.5115
230001 Fortaleza 1.0000 1.0000 0.3521 1.0000 0.9975 1.0000
230003 Redenção-Acarape 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
240001 Natal 0.8211 0.8211 0.1588 0.8211 0.8211 0.8211
240009 Mossoró 1.0000 1.0000 0.1231 0.9841 0.9837 0.9841
250001 João Pessoa 0.5287 0.5287 0.0740 0.5348 0.5346 0.5348
250005 Campina Grande 1.0000 1.0000 0.2326 0.9854 0.9854 0.9854
260001 Recife 0.9384 0.9195 0.2140 0.9384 0.9348 0.9195
260015 Petrolina 0.0000 0.0000 0.0073 0.0423 0.0436 0.0417
270001 Maceió 0.5309 0.5309 0.1733 0.5334 0.5386 0.5329
280001 Aracaju 0.1026 0.1205 0.0214 0.1027 0.1026 0.1205
290001 Salvador 0.1209 0.1173 0.0838 0.1267 0.1221 0.1230
290004 Cruz das Almas 0.1000 0.1000 0.0131 0.1156 0.1013 0.1148
310001 Belo Horizonte 1.0000 1.0000 0.1622 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
310003 Santa Bárbara 0.4000 0.4000 0.0932 0.4466 0.4279 0.4465
310016 Diamantina 0.0000 0.0000 0.0059 0.2276 0.1217 0.2266
310027 Juiz de Fora 0.0000 0.0000 0.0555 0.0229 0.0224 0.0229
310033 Viçosa 1.0000 1.0000 0.2068 0.9797 0.9862 0.9791
310039 São João del Rei 0.1400 0.1400 0.0004 0.2357 0.2137 0.2353
310042 Alfenas 1.0000 1.0000 0.2058 0.9770 0.9837 0.9761
310043 Lavras 1.0000 1.0000 0.2241 0.9816 0.9754 0.9812
310052 Itajubá 1.0000 1.0000 0.5775 0.9856 0.9905 0.9851

Continued on next page
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Table A.5 – Continued from previous page
id nome_rgi treat_all treat_all2 treat_actual2 treat_wgt treat_wgtpub treat_wgt2
310055 Uberaba 1.0000 1.0000 0.2297 0.9857 0.9722 0.9855
310059 Uberlândia 0.4800 0.4800 0.1478 0.4922 0.4836 0.4921
320001 Vitória 0.1470 0.1470 0.0649 0.1634 0.1748 0.1634
330001 Rio de Janeiro 0.7660 0.7628 0.1829 0.7660 0.7660 0.7628
350001 São Paulo 0.3093 0.2844 0.1116 0.3093 0.3093 0.2844
350037 São Carlos 0.2000 0.2000 0.2399 0.2085 0.2149 0.2077
410001 Curitiba 0.2948 0.2986 0.0905 0.2948 0.2954 0.2986
410007 Foz do Iguaçu 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.9781 0.9367 0.9781
420001 Florianópolis 0.3485 0.3376 0.2938 0.3481 0.3481 0.3373
420007 Chapecó 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.9645 0.8773 0.9641
430001 Porto Alegre 0.4193 0.4284 0.1367 0.4229 0.4321 0.4319
430009 Pelotas 0.8975 0.8975 0.0576 0.8879 0.8889 0.8881
430010 Bagé 0.1200 0.1200 0.0000 0.2168 0.2377 0.2160
430011 Santa Maria 0.5512 0.5097 0.0220 0.5498 0.5563 0.5105
500001 Campo Grande 0.9571 0.9178 0.1595 0.9419 0.9232 0.9035
500005 Dourados 0.4800 0.4800 0.0361 0.4901 0.4802 0.4885
510001 Cuiabá 0.0000 0.0000 0.0011 0.0084 0.0087 0.0082
520001 Goiânia 0.5286 0.5286 0.1507 0.5395 0.5492 0.5388
530001 Distrito Federal 0.9865 0.9735 0.3470 0.9865 0.9817 0.9735

Table A.6: Treatment Variables by RGI

id nome_rgi treat_wgtpub2 treat_wgtpub_actual2 treat_wgt_actual2 ps_sh
110001 Porto Velho 0.8124 0.0360 0.0351 0.7427
120001 Rio Branco 0.9904 0.0271 0.0281 0.6892
130001 Manaus 1.0000 0.0782 0.0782 0.5951
140001 Boa Vista 0.9994 0.0173 0.0133 0.6437
150001 Belém 0.0508 0.0090 0.0097 0.3091
150015 Santarém 0.9554 0.0072 0.0065 0.7259
160001 Macapá 0.9526 0.0404 0.0366 0.6345
170001 Palmas 0.8808 0.0795 0.0850 0.5297
210001 São Luís 0.1859 0.0933 0.0948 0.4281
220001 Teresina 0.5124 0.1531 0.1534 0.3962

Continued on next page
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Table A.6 – Continued from previous page
id nome_rgi treat_wgtpub2 treat_wgtpub_actual2 treat_wgt_actual2 ps_sh
230001 Fortaleza 0.9975 0.3499 0.3521 0.1806
230003 Redenção-Acarape 1.0000 0.0681 0.0739 0.8792
240001 Natal 0.8211 0.1588 0.1588 0.3848
240009 Mossoró 0.9837 0.1263 0.1262 0.4776
250001 João Pessoa 0.5346 0.0760 0.0760 0.4618
250005 Campina Grande 0.9854 0.2283 0.2277 0.5193
260001 Recife 0.9161 0.2130 0.2140 0.2169
260015 Petrolina 0.0429 0.0180 0.0182 0.4105
270001 Maceió 0.5382 0.1740 0.1731 0.4308
280001 Aracaju 0.1205 0.0214 0.0219 0.5421
290001 Salvador 0.1183 0.0840 0.0847 0.3946
290004 Cruz das Almas 0.1011 0.0175 0.0244 0.7092
310001 Belo Horizonte 1.0000 0.1622 0.1622 0.3771
310003 Santa Bárbara 0.4278 0.0982 0.1001 0.5416
310016 Diamantina 0.1217 0.0249 0.0442 0.7411
310027 Juiz de Fora 0.0221 0.0593 0.0587 0.3794
310033 Viçosa 0.9857 0.2026 0.2014 0.4847
310039 São João del Rei 0.2137 0.0166 0.0249 0.6037
310042 Alfenas 0.9833 0.2035 0.2026 0.4776
310043 Lavras 0.9755 0.2185 0.2201 0.4530
310052 Itajubá 0.9906 0.5646 0.5616 0.2139
310055 Uberaba 0.9726 0.2269 0.2292 0.3130
310059 Uberlândia 0.4836 0.1483 0.1501 0.5140
320001 Vitória 0.1747 0.0695 0.0676 0.4173
330001 Rio de Janeiro 0.7628 0.1829 0.1829 0.1075
350001 São Paulo 0.2844 0.1116 0.1116 0.1486
350037 São Carlos 0.2139 0.2304 0.2354 0.4114
410001 Curitiba 0.2990 0.0927 0.0905 0.2549
410007 Foz do Iguaçu 0.9366 0.0147 0.0049 0.9086
420001 Florianópolis 0.3373 0.2923 0.2924 0.3067
420007 Chapecó 0.8757 0.0460 0.0131 0.9350
430001 Porto Alegre 0.4409 0.1346 0.1361 0.2261
430009 Pelotas 0.8891 0.0590 0.0592 0.3004

Continued on next page
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Table A.6 – Continued from previous page
id nome_rgi treat_wgtpub2 treat_wgtpub_actual2 treat_wgt_actual2 ps_sh
430010 Bagé 0.2371 0.0143 0.0136 0.8117
430011 Santa Maria 0.5165 0.0270 0.0285 0.6222
500001 Campo Grande 0.8862 0.1572 0.1569 0.4852
500005 Dourados 0.4796 0.0395 0.0407 0.7415
510001 Cuiabá 0.0087 0.0019 0.0029 0.5814
520001 Goiânia 0.5485 0.1576 0.1541 0.2987
530001 Distrito Federal 0.9687 0.3457 0.3470 0.3358

Table A.7: Description of Treatment

Nome Institutions Treat by Institutions Weight of IES Weight by flow of Census
treat_all All institutions Policy Treatment Size and quality -
treat_all2 All institutions Policy Treatment Size -
treat_actual2 All institutions Actual Gap Size -
treat_wgt All institutions Policy Treatment Size and quality All higher education
treat_wgtpub All institutions Policy Treatment Size and quality All public higher ed
treat_wgt2 All institutions Policy Treatment Size All higher education
treat_wgtpub2 All institutions Policy Treatment Size All public higher ed
treat_wgt_actual2 All institutions Actual Gap Size All higher education
treat_wgtpub_actual2 All institutions Actual Gap Size All public higher ed

Table A.8: Treatment by IES in 2012

Code IES QL QL - Race QL _ Other Treat RGI Name
4785 IFRO 50 35 15 0.00 110001 Porto Velho
699 UNIR 0 0 0 1.00 110001 Porto Velho
15507 IFAC 0 0 0 1.00 120001 Rio Branco
549 UFAC 0 0 0 1.00 120001 Rio Branco
4 UFAM 0 0 0 1.00 130001 Manaus
1812 IFAM 0 0 0 1.00 130001 Manaus
3184 IFRR 0 0 0 1.00 140001 Boa Vista
789 UFRR 0 0 0 1.00 140001 Boa Vista
569 UFPA 50 20 30 0.00 150001 Belém
1813 IFPA 0 0 0 1.00 150001 Belém

Continued on next page
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Table A.8 – Continued from previous page
Code IES QL QL - Race QL _ Other Treat RGI Name
590 UFRA 50 12 38 0.00 150001 Belém
15059 UFOPA 0 0 0 1.00 150015 Santarém
830 UNIFAP 0 0 0 1.00 160001 Macapá
15522 IFAP 0 0 0 1.00 160001 Macapá
3849 UFT 0 0 0 1.00 170001 Palmas
4786 IFTO 43 0 43 0.14 170001 Palmas
548 UFMA 47 23 23 0.06 210001 São Luís
600 IFMA 20 0 20 0.60 210001 São Luís
1820 IFPI 50 0 50 0.00 220001 Teresina
5 UFPI 20 0 20 0.60 220001 Teresina
583 UFC 0 0 0 1.00 230001 Fortaleza
1807 IFCE 0 0 0 1.00 230001 Fortaleza
15497 UNILAB 0 0 0 1.00 230003 Redenção-Acarape
589 UFERSA 0 0 0 1.00 240009 Mossoró
570 UFRN 0 0 0 1.00 240001 Natal
1082 IFRN 50 0 50 0.00 240001 Natal
2564 UFCG 0 0 0 1.00 250005 Campina Grande
579 UFPB 29 18 11 0.42 250001 João Pessoa
1166 IFPB 0 0 0 1.00 250001 João Pessoa
3984 UNIVASF 50 0 50 0.00 260015 Petrolina
3161 IF SERTAO 50 0 50 0.00 260015 Petrolina
580 UFPE 0 0 0 1.00 260001 Recife
1809 IFPE 50 0 50 0.00 260001 Recife
587 UFRPE 0 0 0 1.00 260001 Recife
3160 IFAL 50 0 50 0.00 270001 Maceió
577 UFAL 20 20 0 0.60 270001 Maceió
3183 IFS 19 0 19 0.62 280001 Aracaju
3 UFS 48 32 16 0.04 280001 Aracaju
4503 UFRB 45 38 8 0.10 290004 Cruz das Almas
599 IFBA 50 33 17 0.00 290001 Salvador
14509 IFBAIANO 40 20 20 0.20 290001 Salvador
578 UFBA 43 37 6 0.14 290001 Salvador
595 UNIFAL-MG 0 0 0 1.00 310042 Alfenas

Continued on next page
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Table A.8 – Continued from previous page
Code IES QL QL - Race QL _ Other Treat RGI Name
3189 IFMG 0 0 0 1.00 310001 Belo Horizonte
575 UFMG 0 0 0 1.00 310001 Belo Horizonte
594 CEFET/MG 0 0 0 1.00 310001 Belo Horizonte
596 UFVJM 50 0 50 0.00 310016 Diamantina
598 UNIFEI 0 0 0 1.00 310052 Itajubá
3279 IFSEMG 52 0 52 0.00 310027 Juiz de Fora
576 UFJF 50 13 37 0.00 310027 Juiz de Fora
592 UFLA 0 0 0 1.00 310043 Lavras
3188 IFNMG 0 0 0 1.00 310006 Montes Claros
6 UFOP 30 0 30 0.40 310003 Santa Bárbara
4358 IF SUL DE MINAS 0 0 0 1.00 310050 Pouso Alegre
107 UFSJ 43 21 22 0.14 310039 São João del Rei
597 UFTM 0 0 0 1.00 310055 Uberaba
3165 IFTM 0 0 0 1.00 310055 Uberaba
17 UFU 26 0 26 0.48 310059 Uberlândia
8 UFV 0 0 0 1.00 310033 Viçosa
1808 IFES 50 0 50 0.00 320001 Vitória
573 UFES 41 41 0 0.18 320001 Vitória
1120 IF Fluminense 25 12 12 0.50 330010 Campos dos Goytacazes
572 UFF 0 0 0 1.00 330001 Rio de Janeiro
3163 IFRJ 40 0 40 0.20 330001 Rio de Janeiro
586 UFRJ 30 0 30 0.40 330001 Rio de Janeiro
693 UNIRIO 0 0 0 1.00 330001 Rio de Janeiro
593 CEFET/RJ 0 0 0 1.00 330001 Rio de Janeiro
574 UFRRJ 0 0 0 1.00 330001 Rio de Janeiro
4925 UFABC 50 0 50 0.00 350001 São Paulo
7 UFSCAR 40 14 26 0.20 350037 São Carlos
1810 IFSP 50 0 50 0.00 350001 São Paulo
591 UNIFESP 10 10 0 0.80 350001 São Paulo
571 UFPR 20 0 20 0.60 410001 Curitiba
14724 IFPR 21 0 21 0.58 410001 Curitiba
588 UTFPR 50 0 50 0.00 410001 Curitiba
15001 UNILA 0 0 0 1.00 410007 Foz do Iguaçu

Continued on next page
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Table A.8 – Continued from previous page
Code IES QL QL - Race QL _ Other Treat RGI Name
5036 IF Catarinense 50 10 40 0.00 420019 Blumenau
15121 UFFS 0 0 0 1.00 420007 Chapecó
3162 IFSC 50 11 40 0.00 420001 Florianópolis
585 UFSC 30 10 20 0.40 420001 Florianópolis
5322 UNIPAMPA 44 14 30 0.12 430010 Bagé
601 IFRS 30 15 15 0.40 430037 Bento Gonçalves
1578 IFSul 50 0 50 0.00 430009 Pelotas
634 UFPEL 0 0 0 1.00 430009 Pelotas
717 UFCSPA 0 0 0 1.00 430001 Porto Alegre
581 UFRGS 31 16 16 0.38 430001 Porto Alegre
12 FURG 0 0 0 1.00 430009 Pelotas
4098 IFFarroupilha 70 0 70 0.00 430011 Santa Maria
582 UFSM 20 0 20 0.60 430011 Santa Maria
15520 IFMS 50 30 20 0.00 500001 Campo Grande
694 UFMS 0 0 0 1.00 500001 Campo Grande
4504 UFGD 26 13 13 0.48 500005 Dourados
1 UFMT 50 20 30 0.00 510001 Cuiabá
3164 IFMT 50 0 50 0.00 510001 Cuiabá
1811 IFG 50 0 50 0.00 520001 Goiânia
584 UFG 20 10 10 0.60 520001 Goiânia
1303 IF Goiano 0 0 0 1.00 520001 Goiânia
2 UNB 0 0 0 1.00 530001 Distrito Federal
14408 IFB 38 0 38 0.24 530001 Distrito Federal
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B Tests of Differences Between Groups
In this section, I test whether the the treatment effects estimated for the different groups in Section
4.1 are statistically different. Figure 7 showed the baseline results for two different ethnic groups:
Whites and Asian-descendants (Table 6) versus Non-whites (Table 5), who benefit from additional
subquotas, and thus, have higher incentives for a strategic school choice. Results of the tests are
shown in Table B.1. First, I test whether treatment effects are statistically different between groups
in a separate model. This means that I run equation 3 separate for each group G=(1,2), and then
test whether V1

C = V2
C . I test estimates separately for each year and find that treatment effects are

indeed statistically different for Non-whites versus Whites and Asian-descendants in all years. I
also test whether treatment effects jointly estimated for the post-treatment period (2012-2015) are
statistically different between groups. Finally, I perform a similar test with a joint model with
interactions between treatment dummies and group dummies:

.8<BC = V
�
C G�A>D?

2015∑
C=2008

.40AC)A40C< + W-8<BC + X-<C + UB< + UC + Y8<BC (8)

This is analogous to the baseline specification 3, but now, instead of estimating a separate model for
each group, I estimate a single model and include an interaction of the yearly treatment variables
with a dummy for each group. Then, I test whether V1

C = V2
C for each year. In this case, treatment

effects are statistically different for the post-reform period between both groups.
I perform an analogous test for groups of schools of high versus low-SES status (Panel B) and

for groups of schools of top versus low-quality index (Panel C). In both of the cases, the treatment
effects are statistically different in most post-treatment years (2012 to 2015), and in both the separate
and joint models.
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Table B.1: Test of Difference Between Groups

Separate Model for Each Group Joint Model with Group Interaction
Non-whites vs Whites and Asian-descendants

Year Beta Non-white Beta White F-Statistic P-Value Beta Non-white Beta White F-Statistic P-Value

2012 0.0421*** 0.0183** 4.08 0.0489 0.0284*** 0.0291*** 0.01 0.9097
2013 0.0684*** 0.0265*** 17.64 0.0001 0.049*** 0.0396*** 1.68 0.2016
2014 0.0790*** 0.0479*** 4.14 0.0474 0.0769*** 0.0509** 6.49 0.0140
2015 0.0915*** 0.0367** 23.96 0.0000 0.0747*** 0.0475** 9.34 0.0036

Joint 2012-2015 0.0689*** 0.0318*** 21.45 0.0000 0.0569*** 0.041*** 4.70 0.0350

Schools of High vs Low Socioeconomic Status

Year Beta High Beta Low F-Statistic P-Value Beta High Beta Low F-Statistic P-Value

2012 0.0035 0.0389 1.83 0.1823 0.0023 0.048*** 12.93 0.0008
2013 0.0035 0.0665** 4.95 0.0310 0.0040 0.0601*** 9.42 0.0036
2014 0.0104** 0.1029** 5.26 0.0264 0.0054 0.1103*** 17.68 0.0001
2015 0.0156** 0.111*** 5.52 0.0230 0.0116 0.1164*** 14.94 0.0003

Joint 2012-2015 0.0078* 0.0762*** 6.04 0.0178 0.0051 0.0807*** 15.52 0.0003

Schools of Top vs Low Quality Index

Year Beta Top Beta Low F-Statistic P-Value Beta Top Beta Low F-Statistic P-Value

2012 0.0158** 0.0377*** 4.24 0.0449 0.0141* 0.0375*** 6.30 0.0154
2013 0.0297*** 0.0494** 1.35 0.2502 0.0269*** 0.056*** 5.49 0.0233
2014 0.0478*** 0.0884*** 3.75 0.0587 0.0435*** 0.0945*** 15.16 0.0003
2015 0.0442*** 0.0860** 2.31 0.1352 0.038*** 0.0953*** 9.21 0.0039

Joint 2012-2015 0.0338*** 0.0622*** 2.81 0.1002 0.0298*** 0.0675*** 9.46 0.0034
Notes: In this Table, I test whether treatment effects are statistically different between groups. In Panel A, I compare
non-whites versus whites and Asian-descendants. In Panel B, schools of high versus schools of low-SES background
and, in Panel C, schools of high versus low quality. First, I run the baseline equation 3 separately for each group and
test whether treatment effects for each year are statistically different between groups. Second, I run equation 8 jointly
for both groups and test whether treatment effects are different in this joint equation. I also perform a joint test for all
post-reform years together (Joint 2012-2015).
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C Few Clusters Problem
As standard practice in the economic literature, in the baseline model of this paper, I present robust
standard errors clustered at the microregion level. The cluster robust variance estimator has been
shown to work well when the numbers of clusters is large. However, when the number of clusters
is small and the clusters are of very different sizes, inference based on these standard errors may be
compromised (see Gelbach et al. 2008 Cameron and Miller 2015, Mackinnon and Webb 2017 for
a careful review of this matter).

Although there is not a clear-cut consensus of how many clusters characterize the few clusters
problem, simulations from Cameron and Miller (2015) suggest that few may range from less than
20 clusters to less than 50 clusters in the balanced case and even more clusters in the unbalanced
case. In my baseline model, I have 50 cluster-units (mesoregions). Although it is not completely
clear whether such number of clusters is indeed problematic from an inference perspective (since
it is close to the upper limit suggested by the rule of thumb17), I show results of a bootstrap
procedure that provides more accurate cluster-robust inference when there are few clusters. The
Wild Bootstrap provides an asymptotic refinement to inference when large sample properties do
not apply. Gelbach et al. 2008 and Cameron and Miller (2015) show that such method performs
remarkably well, even in cases with as few as 6 clusters.

In Table C.1, I present my baseline model with P-values from a Wild bootstrap procedure. I
follow Mackinnon and Webb (2017) and implement the Wild Bootstrap with 9999 Wild cluster
bootstrap samples using the Rademacher distribution. I show P-values both with the null imposed
(more conservative) and the null not imposed. Even if these P-values can be considered the
most conservative I could obtain, my estimates remain significant at conventional significance
levels, minimizing concerns that the cluster-robust standard errors provided in the main tables are
downward biased to a point that would invalidate the results.

17Angrist and Pischke (2008) suggest that 42 clusters are enough for reliable inference.
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Table C.1: Wild Bootstrap Procedure

(1) (2) (3) (4)

)A40C< .2008 0.0004 0.0007 0.0011 0.0068
Bootstrapped P-value 0.2934 0.3053 0.4290 0.5251

Bootstrapped P-value Null 0.3010 0.2992 0.4168 0.5174
)A40C< .2009 -0.0118 -0.0151 -0.0148 -0.0104

Bootstrapped P-value 0.5887 0.589 0.7768 0.8679
Bootstrapped P-value Null 0.5706 0.569 0.7608 0.8629
)A40C< .2010 -0.0179 -0.0125 -0.0122 -0.0109

Bootstrapped P-value 0.5610 0.5551 0.7651 0.8868
Bootstrapped P-value Null 0.5471 0.5343 0.7577 0.8822
)A40C< .2012 0.0302 0.028 0.0279 0.0244

Bootstrapped P-value 0.1278 0.1267 0.2021 0.1683
Bootstrapped P-value Null 0.1227 0.1228 0.1768 0.1490
)A40C< .2013 0.0597 0.049 0.0487 0.0431

Bootstrapped P-value 0.0663 0.0648 0.0857 0.0489
Bootstrapped P-value Null 0.0767 0.0717 0.0893 0.0439
)A40C< .2014 0.0795 0.0735 0.0731 0.0659

Bootstrapped P-value 0.0688 0.0694 0.0663 0.0550
Bootstrapped P-value Null 0.0827 0.0791 0.0889 0.0466
)A40C< .2015 0.0678 0.0689 0.0683 0.0579

Bootstrapped P-value 0.0663 0.0656 0.0722 0.0434
Bootstrapped P-value Null 0.0791 0.0721 0.0753 0.0476

N 1714559 1714559 1714559 1714559
Adj. R2 0.027 0.232 0.233 0.233

Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
School FE Yes Yes Yes
Individual Controls Yes Yes
Region Controls Yes

Notes: In this Table, I present p-values from a Wild Bootstrap procedure implemented for my main table of results. I
followMackinnon andWebb (2017) and use the post-estimate Stata command boottest. I implement theWild Bootstrap
with 9999Wild cluster bootstrap samples using the Rademacher distribution. This command does not provide standard
errors, as usual with the Wild bootstrap procedure. It provides p-values and confidence intervals. I show p-values both
for the unrestricted - null hypothesis not imposed - and restricted - null hypothesis imposed - cases.
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